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Pedestrian Survey

19.3.6.6.1 Methodology
The archaeological field component of the investigation involved pedestrian coverage of the defined RPF
site. The transect width used ranged from 5-15 m (16-49 ft), depending on visibility and the potential for
the presence of prehistoric features based on terrain, streams, and other factors that have been shown to
correlate with site presence or absence (e.g., presettlement prairie or woodland setting). All vegetationfree zones were observed for the presence of prehistoric cultural materials. Throughout most of Missouri,
these cultural finds can include lithic debitage (chert flakes and shatter), fire-cracked rock, pottery shards,
occasional bone and shell fragments, and features such as fire hearths and burial mounds.
Where vegetation covered the surface for over 10 m (33 ft), shovel tests were conducted. This effort
involved removal of an area of sod of approximately 50 x 50 cm (20 x 20-in.) and then controlled
removal of the subsurface soil matrix to depths of up to 50 cm (20 in.) below-ground surface. Soils were
carefully observed to determine the presence or absence of cultural evidence. Where soil conditions
allowed, soils were screened through a portable 'A-in. screen. Shovel testing that did not include
screening of the soil matrix was conducted where larger numbers of shovel tests were necessary and
surface visibility conditions were poor. In this instance, the soil matrix was removed by shovel and
carefully scraped with a trowel to look for prehistoric and early historic evidence.
While subjective, the archeologist has developed a set of criteria for determining the presence of an
archaeological resource, which is currently accepted by the SHPO as appropriate. These criteria are not
presented as appropriate for all situations, but as the general practice followed by the archeologist in
making decisions regarding the presence or absence of archaeological resources for cultural resource
compliance purposes. One extreme records a site where any evidence of cultural activity occurs. The
other extreme requires a significant cultural resource to be present to record the site. The present
approach attempts to find a middle ground, which allows further consideration for both the cultural
resource and the proposed project action prior to threat to either.
An archaeology site is designated when evidence of prehistoric and/or early historic land use is present
and at least one of the following specific criteria is met:
"
"
*

A prehistoric feature is present
Two or more artifacts are identified within a 10 x 10 m (33 x 33-fl) (or smaller) area
A shovel test recovers two or more artifacts

Where a site is identified and when the landowner grants permission, materials recovered by the field
investigation are placed in collection bags marked with field site numbers. If permission is not attained,
materials are observed and potential diagnostics and tools area measured, photographed, and left in place
or given to the landowner (when requested). When a permanent site number is assigned, retained
materials are curated with the site designation. Where material density at a site is obviously high, only a
representative sample is retained. Historic architecture resources include structures and features. Where
there are structures over 45 years old or that exhibit some form of possible exceptional significance, the
structures are photographed and a description of the architectural features is prepared, with preliminary
evaluation of NRHP eligibility when located within a direct impact project zone.
Historic structures are not recorded where obvious that the structures are less than 45 years old and not
otherwise significant. Where an "area of potential effect" has been established beyond the physical area
of potential effect, architectural resources obviously 45 years or older are photographed and located on
report maps.
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The significance of cultural resources is interpreted from the following NRHP eligibility criteria:
The quality of significance in American history, architecture,archaeology, and culture is
present in districts, sites, buildings, structures,and objects that possess integrity of location.
design, setting, materials,workmanship,feeling and association,and:
A. That are associatedwith events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history, or
B. That are associatedwith the lives of personssignificant in our past; or
C. That embody the distinctive characteristicsof type, period,or method of construction, or
that representthe work of a master, or thatpossess high artisticvalues, or that represent a
significant distinguishingentity whose components may lack individual distinction; or
D. That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistorv or
history. (36 CFR 60.6, "Nominations by the State Historic Preservation Officer under
Approved State Historic Preservation Programs")
Cultural resources that are identified during a Phase I survey are evaluated in terms of meeting one or
more of the 36 CFR 60.6 criteria. In general, archaeological sites most often are evaluated with reference
to Criterion D. A statewide planning document was prepared by the Missouri Department of Natural
Resources Historic Preservation Program that allows minimal means for evaluation of potential
significance of cultural resources (Weichman and Weston, 1986). The statewide plan includes
information regarding traditions, types of traditions expected, forms of data that may be important, and
research questions that can be incorporated in the interpretation of cultural resource significance where
available.
A cultural resource is generally evaluated on the (1) basis of types of materials recovered (uniqueness,
affiliation, type), (2) resource integrity (degree of disturbance), and (3) material/feature density (density
and quantity of artifacts, and the presence and number of potentially extant features such as hearths, house
sites, and burial tumuli). If an archaeological site exhibits sub-plow zone integrity and produces
diagnostic artifacts or features, the site is usually interpreted as significant if considered likely to contain
sufficient data to contribute to the understanding of the cultural history of the area and meet NRHP
eligibility Criterion D. The consultant makes recommendations regarding NRHP eligibility. The
determination of eligibility process requires consultation with the SHPO and the Federal agency involved
in the project.
19.3.6.6.2

Findings

The Phase I field investigation was carried out under generally mixed to poor surface visibility conditions,
averaging less than 20 percent in a grass/hay setting. Shovel tests were used to interpret the presence or
absence of cultural resources, as described in Section 19.3.6.6. 1. The presence of erosion cuts and paths,
along with shovel tests, allowed for a sample of the subsurface soil matrix for interpretation of the
potential for the presence or absence of buried cultural resources.
No evidence of prehistoric occupation of the area was found. Such evidence typically includes the
presence of chert debitage, fire-cracked rock, lithic artifacts, and occasionally ceramics. No prehistoric
sites were recorded.
Historic resources include recently constructed roads that do not meet the investigators' historic site
designation criteria. No historic sites were recorded. The survey concluded that Lot 15 in the Discovery
Ridge development contains no possibly significant cultural resources.
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19.3.6.7

Previously Recorded Historic Structures and Districts

Historic and archaeological resources that are listed, or eligible for listing, in the NRHP are protected by
Federal law, primarily the National Historic Preservation Act and its implementing regulations,
specifically 36 CFR 800, "Protection of Historic Properties." Under the authority of Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act, Federal agencies must take into account the potential effects an
undertaking may have on properties listed in or eligible for listing in the NRHP.
The NRHP was consulted to identify historic and architectural structures. There are 50 NRHP sites in
Boone County (Table 19-45), with the vast majority of them located in and around Columbia. There are
no historic or architectural resources located within the ROI.
The closest site to the ROI is the Maplewood House, which was built in 1877 by Slater Ensor Lenoir and
his wife Margaret Bradford Lenoir. The original farmstead included 173 ha (427 acres) surrounding the
house to the east and west. A large pond was situated south of the house. In addition to the family home,
buildings on the property included the separate summer kitchen (which later served as a cottage for family
serving staff), a four-bay carriage house with storage and living quarters above, a utility house, a hay
barn, and a large animal barn. Only four people lived in the home: the Lenoirs, their daughter Lavinia,
and later Lavinia's husband, Dr. Frank G. Nifong. In 1970, the City of Columbia bought 24 ha (60 acres)
of the original farm with the house, the remaining furnishings, and the adjacent farm buildings. The
animal barn was converted to a summer theater playhouse after the property was purchased by the city of
Columbia. The building was lost to fire in 2011 and rebuilt and dedicated in 2012. The area was named
the Frank G. Nifong Memorial Park and today is called Historic Nifong Park in recognition of the work of
historic preservation undertaken by the Columbia Parks and Recreation Department and the Boone
County Historical Society (Boone County Historical Society, 2013). Table 19-45 lists Boone County
NRHP listings.
Table 19-45. Boone County Listings on the National Register of Historic Places (3 pages)
Hitria

sit

Adrs

Dat

o.

litn

1

Ballenger Building

27-29 S 9 th St., Columbia

1/21/04

3

John W. Boone ("Blind") House

4th St. between E Broadway and Walnut,
Columbia

9/4/80

5

Albert Bishop Chance House and
Gardens

319 E Sneed St., Centralia

7/3/79

7

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Building

10 Hitt St., Columbia

2/14/06

9

Columbia National Guard Armory

701 E Ash St., Columbia

3/25/93

11

Fred Douglass School

310 N Providence Rd., Columbia

9/4/80
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Table 19-45. Boone County Listings on the National Register of Historic Places (3 pages)

13 Downtown Columbia Historic
District

1019, 1020, 1023, and 1025-33 E. Walnut
St., Columbia

5/8/08

15 Eighth Broadway Historic District

800-8 10 E Broadway Blvd., Columbia

4/22/03

17

First Christian Church

101 N 10' St., Columbia

10/29/91

19

Frederick Anartments

1001 University Ave.. Columbia

4/16/13

21 Gordon Tract Archaeological Site

Address restricted

3/16/72

23 David Guitar House

2815 Oakland Gravel Rd., Columbia

9/9/93

25 Hamilton-Brown Shoe Factory

1123 Wilkes Blvd., Columbia

7/19/02

27 Kress Building

1025 E. Broadway, Columbia

3/9/05

29 McCain Furniture Store

916 E. Walnut, Columbia

8/17/05

31 Missouri State Teachers
Association

407 S 6th St., Columbia

9/4/80

33 Missouri United Methodist Church

204 S 9t St., Columbia

9/4/80

35 North Ninth Street Historic District

5-36 North Ninth St., Columbia

1/21/04

I-T
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Table 19-45. Boone County Listings on the National Register of Historic Places (3 pages)
T.

37 Pierce Pennant Motor Hotel
(Candlelight Lodge)

1406 Old Hwy. 40 W, Columbia

9/2/82

39 St. Paul's African Methodist
Episcopal Church

501 Park St., Columbia

9/4/80

41

Second Baptist Church

407 E. Broadway

9/4/80

Senior Hall

Stephens College Campus, Columbia

8/2/77

®

4
43

45 John N. and Elizabeth Taylor House House, 716 West Broadway, Columbia

5/25/01

47 Virginia Building

11 S9 th St., Columbia

3/13/02

49 West Broadway Historic District

300-922 W. Broadway (except 800, 808,
812), Columbia

4/27/10

Source: MDNR, 2013i, "Boone County National Register Listings," www.dnr.mo.gov/shpo/Boone.htm,
Missouri Department of Natural Resources, Jefferson City, Missouri, accessed September 2013.

19.3.6.8

Native American and State Agency Consultation

NWMI initiated consultation with six tribes that are Federally recognized in Missouri. Copies of the
consultation letters are provided in Appendix A. No responses have been received.
NWMI forwarded the cultural resource investigation for Lot 15 of the Discovery Ridge property to the
Missouri State Historical Preservation office on October 7, 2013 (ERC, 2013). NWMI received
notification from the Missouri State Historical Preservation office on October 10, 2013, stating that the
office concurred that the cultural resources survey was thorough and adequate and that there would be no
historical properties affected by the proposed RPF project (DNR, 2013).

19.3.7

Socioeconomics

This section describes the social and economic characteristics of the ROI, defined as Boone County for
the socioeconomic resource. Information is provided about population, including minority and lowincome areas, economic trends, housing, and community services in the areas of education, health, public
safety, and transportation. The primary labor market for the proposed project is assumed to come from
Boone County.
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The proposed RPF site is located in Boone County, Missouri, as shown on Figure 19-5, which shows the
8 km (5-mi) area surrounding the proposed site. The figure also shows the city of Columbia, Missouri.
Boone County was selected as the primary ROI, and the locations where impacts could occur were
identified with the project being located in Boone County. An assumption is also made that the primary
labor market for the project would likely come from this county.
19.3.7.1

Boone County

19.3.7.1.1

History

Boone County was organized in 1820 from a portion of the territorial Howard County and named for
Daniel Boone. Boone County was settled primarily from the upper south states of Kentucky, Tennessee,
and Virginia. The settlers brought slaves and slaveholding with them, and quickly started cultivating
crops similar to those in middle Tennessee and Kentucky, namely hemp and tobacco. Boone County was
one of several counties settled by southerners to the north and south of the Missouri River (Moser, 2013).
19.3.7.1.2

Census-BasedPopulation/DemographicInformation

Boone County has a total area of 1,790.5 km 2 (691 mi 2), of which 1,775.3 km 2 (685 mi 2) is land and
15.2 km 2 (5.88 mi 2) is water. The estimated population density, based on the 2010 Census, is 91 people
per km 2 (237 people per mi 2) (USCB, 2010c).
In the 2010 Census, there were 162,642 people making up 69,551 households residing in the county.
There were 64,077 housing units. The racial makeup of the county includes 82.8 percent White, 9.3 percent
Black or African American, 3 percent Hispanic or Latino, 0.4 percent Native American, 3.8 percent
Asian, 0.06 percent Pacific Islander, 0.9 percent from other races, and 2.8 percent from two or more races.
The 2010 Census documents 64,077 households, out of which:
*
*
•
•
*

27.0 percent had children under the age of 18
42.1 percent were married couples living together
10.7 percent had a female household with no husband present
3.8 percent had a male household with no wife present
43.3 percent were nonfamilies.

A total of 28.7 percent of all households were made up of individuals, and 6.6 percent had someone living
alone who was 65 years of age or older. The average household size was 2.4 individuals, and the average
family size was 2.96.
The 2010 Census county population includes 21.1 percent under the age of 18, 26.6 percent from ages
18 to 24, 26.6 percent from ages 25 to 44, 22.1 percent from ages 45 to 64, and 9.2 percent age 65 and
older. The median age was 29.6 years.
19.3.7.1.3 Income
The 2010 Census median income for a household in the county was $47,123, and the median income for a
family was $66,943. The per capita income for the county was $25,970 (USCB, 2010c).
19.3.7.1.4

Residents Below the Poverty Threshold

In the 2010 Census, approximately 9.9 percent of families and 19.2 percent of the population were below
the poverty line, including 17.8 percent of those under age 18 and 10.3 percent of those ages 65 and over
(USCB, 2010c).
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19.3.7.1.5 Housing
The 2010 Census reports a total of 69,551 housing units, of which 64,077 are occupied and 5,474 are not
occupied. The homeowner vacancy rate is 2.5 percent, and the rental vacancy is 8.5 percent. The median
home value is $156,600 (USCB, 2010c).

19.3.7.1.6 Civilian Labor Force/Unemployment
The civilian non-farm labor force for Boone County is estimated at 93,602, with an unemployment rate of
4.9 percent in July 2014 (USDOL, 2014).

19.3.7.L 7 PopulationGrowth
Table 19-46 provides the Boone County
population over the past 50 years and
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TransientPopulation

A detailed analysis of the transient population
is provided in Chapter 2.0, Section 2.1.2.2.
19.3.7.1.9
19.3.7.1.9.1

from 1960 (Estimated) through 2030
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projections are based on growth estimated in
the current City of Columbia comprehensive
land use plan (City of Columbia, 2013c) of

19.3. 7.1.8

Table 19-46. Population Growth in Boone County
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1960u
1960
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55,20
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55,202

1980

100,376

24. 10%0

19
2000

135,454

20.5%

2020

188,753

16.1%

Water Supply
City of Columbia Water

The Columbia Water Treatment Plant is
owned by the City of Columbia and operated
Source: USCB, 2010c, "U.S. Census 2010,"
by the Water and Light Department. The
factfinder2.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_
system supplies water to approximately
facts.xhtml#none, U.S. Census Bureau, Reston, Virginia,
accessed March 12, 2013.
45,500 customers. The water system has
approximately 46,250 service connections and the average daily consumption is 47.7 ML/day
(12.60 Mgal/day) (CSWP, 2013).
The service territory of the Columbia Water Treatment Plant lies in Boone County, including Columbia,
where the majority of customers reside. Through cooperative service connections, the city has emergency
ties to Public Water Districts No. 1 and No. 9, along with MU.
Columbia's water is pumped from 15 shallow wells in the McBaine bottoms that tap into the McBaine
aquifer, a water-filled bed of sand and gravel beneath the bottom land bordering the Missouri River just
southwest of the city (CSWP, 2013). Columbia's water treatment plant and well water source is located
16 km (10 mi) south of Columbia on Route K, near the small town of McBaine. The plant is
approximately 2.4 km (1.5 mi) from the Missouri River. The 15 wells are situated on seven sites that are
separated by a minimum of 762 km (2,500 ft) to reduce the possibility of wells competing for the same
water area. These wells average 29 m (95 ft) in depth (20 km [65 ft] of well column and 9.1 m [30 ft] of
stainless steel screen). Each of the wells is capable of pumping approximately 7.6 ML/day (2 Mgal/day)
(CSWP, 2013).
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The water treatment plant is a lime-softening and iron removal plant and includes the addition of chlorine
and ammonium sulfate before the water is pumped to three water towers in the city. A series of pumps in
each of these pumping stations then sends the water out into the distribution system (CSWP, 2013).
In 1904, a series of 366 m deep (1,200-ft deep) wells were constructed into the Roubidoux formation;
however, the formation could not support the continued withdrawals. Seven of the original deep wells are
still listed by MDNR as part of the Columbia water system, although most of the wells have been inactive
for decades. Several of the wells are operational and are identified as emergency backup sources
(CSWP, 2013).
Deep Wells #8 and #10 have been renovated and brought back into service as aquifer storage and
recovery wells. Well #7 at the West Ash Pumping Station and Well #5 at the northeast booster station are
candidate sites for future aquifer storage wells (CSWP, 2013).
The Crump, El Ray, and Prathersville wells were acquired by the Columbia Water and Light Department
in the 1990s. Like the majority of the remaining old deep wells, these water district operations are not a
source of supply for Columbia. The Crump well is operational (CSWP, 2013).
19.3.7.1.9.2

ConsolidatedPublic Water Supply District#1

Consolidated Public Water Supply District #1 of Boone County was created in 1975 with the
consolidation of three public water supply districts that originally formed in the 1960s. This marked the
first consolidation of water districts in Missouri. After subsequent consolidations and the annexation of
the town of Rocheport, Consolidated Public Water Supply District #1 now encompasses approximately
995 km 2 (384 mi 2) in portions of Boone, Howard, and Callaway Counties. The district provides service to
the rural and suburban areas surrounding the southern and western borders of Columbia.
Consolidated Public Water Supply District #1 serves a population of approximately 21,000 through more
than 8,500 service connections, with a total average daily water consumption of 5.49 ML/day
(1.45 Mgal/day). The distribution system is comprised of 13 deep wells with a total pumping capacity of
over 41.6 ML/day (11 Mgal/ day), 12 water storage facilities with a total capacity of 212 ML/day
(5.6 Mgal/day), and over 966 km (600 mi) of water mains. Numerous interconnections with the cities of
Columbia and Ashland and with adjoining water districts provide additional water sources in case of
emergencies.
19.3.7.1.9.3

Public Water Supply District#9

Public Water Supply District #9 provides service to the northeast portion of the proposed RPF site. The
distribution system includes approximately 161 km (100 mi) of water line, one elevated 189,270 L
(50,000-gal) water tower, five standpipes, and four deep wells with pumps and pump houses. The district
owns the land where the wells, standpipes, and towers are located. The district serves approximately
4,000 customers in an area of approximately 272 km2 (105 mi2) (PWSD9, 2013).
19.3.7.2

Local Schools

The Columbia Public School District services the population within the 8 km (5-mi) radius of the
proposed RPF site. Total district enrollment is 17,722, with 6,171 students enrolled in the schools within
the ROI (CPS, 2012).
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Table 19-47 provides additional information on
each district school.
19.3.7.3

Table 19-47. Public Schools and Enrollment
within an 8 km (5-mi) Radius of the Proposed
Radioisotope Production Facility Site

Population Map

Two Missouri cities, Columbia and Ashland,
represent the population centers in the ROI (8 km
[5-mi] radius) (see Figure 19-4). As of the 2010
Census, Columbia had a population of 108,500,
which increased 20.5 percent over the 10 preceding
years, and Ashland had a population of 3,707
(USCB, 2010a). While the proposed site is in
Columbia, the city population resides primarily to
the north-northwest. Ashland is approximately
10 mi south of the site. Figure 19-5 is a map of the
8 km (5-mi) radius area surrounding the proposed
site, including the highest population areas.
19.3.7.4
19.3.7.4.1

Transportation Systems
Local Road Networks

Benton

PK-5

299

Grant

PK-5

281

New Haven

PK-5

287

Shepard Blvd.

PK-5

597

Gentry Middle

6-7

899

Douglass

8-1

166

Source: CPS, 2012, "Columbia Public Schools

2012-13 Enrollment (Head Cciiit't_ C'lhImhi2 Piihlic•

The proposed RPF site in Discovery Ridge is just
Schools, Columbia, Missouri, September 26, 2012.
north of Discovery Ridge Drive within Columbia
city limits. Discovery Drive and Discovery Parkway would provide access to the proposed site.
Discovery Parkway intersects with U.S. Highway 63 approximately 0.4 km (0.25 mi) to the south.
U.S. Highway 63 proceeds north and intersects U.S. Interstate 70 approximately 7.64 km (4.75 mi) to the
north. U.S. Highway 63 continues to Jefferson City, Missouri, approximately 50 km (31 mi) to the south.
U.S. Interstate 70 proceeds approximately 201 km (125 mi) east to St. Louis, Missouri, and 201 km
(125 mi) west to Kansas City, Missouri. Figure 19-4 shows the 200 km (124-mi) radius with cities and
roads. Figure 19-5 shows the road adjacent to the proposed RPF site. Current traffic volume for the
nearby road systems is summarized in Table 19-48. Additional information regarding corridor
dimensions, corridor uses, and traffic patterns and volumes is provided in Section 19.4.10. No current
traffic data exists for Discovery Drive or Discovery Parkway.
Table 19-48. Traffic Volume on Local Road Systems

Discovery Parkway

South of Discovery Lane

644

Discovery Parkway

South of U.S. 63(traffic heading south)

205

Ponderosa Street

South of Nifong Blvd

1025

U.S. Highway 63

South of Mo 740 (traffic heading south)

22,994

U.S. Highway 63
South of Grindstone Parkway (traffic heading south)
14,243
a MoDot, 2009, "Columbia Traffic Count Summary," Missouri Department of Transportation, Transportation
Planning, Jefferson City, Missouri, July 8, 2009.
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19.3.7.4.2 Rail
Missouri is home to the second- and third-largest rail centers in the U.S., in Kansas City and St. Louis,
respectively. Union Pacific operates approximately 85 trains each day (UP, 2013). The nearest Union
Pacific siding is in Jefferson, approximately 32 km (20 mi) south of the proposed RPF site.
COLT Transload operates on the Columbia branch short line and provides rail transportation to
Columbia. COLT Transload is owned by the City of Columbia and operated by the Water and Light
Department. The track is rated Federal Railroad Administration Class II, which allows for a 40 km/hr
(25 mi/hr) train speed. The rail line generally parallels State Highway B to Hallsville and State
Highway 124 to Centralia. In Columbia, the rail line is located just west of the Highway B industrial
area, crosses U.S. Highway 63 approximately 4 km (2.5 mi) north of U.S. Interstate 70, and ends south of
Rogers Street near the center of town, approximately 7.2 km (4.5 mi) northwest of the proposed RPF site.
COLT Transload provides service for industrial land uses along the Route B corridor in northeast
Columbia. Other land uses served include the Columbia Municipal Power Plant and a commercial lumber
facility to the north of downtown Columbia. The vast majority (97 percent) of the rail traffic is inbound.
Typical usage is approximately 1,500 cars per year. The primary freight includes coal for the City Power
Plant, chemicals, petroleum, steel for several manufacturing facilities, and lumber for several commercial
facilities. COLT Transload, a Class III railroad, moves over 1,500 cars a year with two locomotives
(CTR, 2013).
The Columbia Star Dining Train provides dining and entertainment on vintage 1930s and 1940s railroad
passenger cars pulled by 1950s streamlined locomotives. The roundtrip route (approximately 3-hr) runs
between Columbia and Centralia on Friday and Saturday evenings, with a brunch run on Sundays.
The nearest station for passenger rail service is Amtrak in Jefferson City (Amtrak-JEF), approximately
26 mi (42 kin) to the south (MU, 2006a).
19.3. 7.4.3 Air
The nearest airport is the Columbia Regional Airport approximately 10.5 km (6.5 mi) south of the RPF
site. The Columbia Regional Airport is used by commercial and privately owned aircraft. The airport is
situated on approximately 0.532 ha (1,314 acre) and is owned and operated by the City of Columbia. It is
the sole public use airport located in Boone County for which records are kept. The airport has two
aircraft runways:
*
*

A 1,982 x 46 m (6,501 x 150-ft) concrete strip that supports most of the commercial air traffic
A smaller 1,341 x 23 m (4,401 x 75-ft) crosswind runway primarily for private aircraft

For the 12-month period ending October 31, 2013, the airport had 16,610 aircraft operations for an
average of 46/day that were 80 percent general aviation, 3 percent military, 16 percent air taxi, and
1 percent air carrier. At that time, there were 36 aircraft based at the airport that were 47 percent singleengine, 25 percent multi-engine, 22 percent jet, and 6 percent helicopter (AMR, 2014).
Two small private airports are located within 16 km (10 mi) of the RPF site. These airports include the
Cedar Creek Airport, approximately 9.7 km (6 mi) east of the RPF site, and the Sugar Branch Airport,
16 km (10 mi) to the west of the RPF site. Operations data for these airports is not available.
Three helicopter ports are located with 16 km (10 mi) of the RPF site. These heliports support hospital
operations and include the University Hospitals and Clinics heliport located 6 km (3.7 mi) northwest, MU
heliport located 6 km (3.7 mi) northwest, and Boone Hospital Center heliport located 6.3 km (3.9 mi)
northwest. No operations data are available for these heliports.
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Taxes

The Missouri personal income tax rates range from 1.5 to 6 percent, assessed over 10 income brackets.
The rates start at 1.5 percent on the first $1,000 of taxable income. The rate increases 0.5 percent on each
additional $1,000 up to $9,000. The tax rate for income above $9,000 is 6 percent (MDOR, 2013).
Missouri has a State sales tax of 4.225 percent that is levied on the purchase price of tangible personal
property or taxable services sold at retail. Columbia has an additional sales tax of 3.375 percent
(MDOR, 2013) to support capital needs for public safety, parks, transportation, and maintenance (City of
Columbia, 2013e). Boone County collects an additional 1.375 percent sales tax that supports
infrastructure (MDOR, 2013).
Missouri charges what is called a transactional privilege tax, considered a sales tax on all sellers for the
privilege of engaging in business in Missouri. Thus, additional fees on a sale (e.g., administrative fees for
a service, such as auction fees) can be considered taxable (MDOR, 2013).
The Missouri corporate tax rate is 6.25 percent. Only income earned in Missouri is taxed. Two allocation
options are offered for calculating this income: (1) the three-factor formula, based on sales, property, and
payroll; or (2) the single-factor formula, based only on sales. Missouri is the only state that permits
companies to choose the formula that results in the lesser corporate income tax liability. Thus, companies
are not penalized for locating property and jobs in Missouri as they are in the other states (MDOR, 2013).
Missouri local governments rely on property taxes levied on real property (real estate) and personal
property. The Missouri State Tax Commission oversees the property assessment system. The amount of
property taxes imposed on any taxpayer is determined by two separate factors (MDOR, 2013):
1. The assessed value of their taxable property, as established by the local assessor.
2.

The total of the tax rates that have been set by the governing bodies of local governments where
the property is located, plus the $0.03 State tax rate. In 2013, Boone County levied a property tax
of $0.2846. Columbia assessed a tax of $0.4100. In addition, Columbia Public Schools collect
$5.4019. The valuation for determining the taxes mentioned above is determined by dividing the
assessed value by $100 (BCC, 2013).

Real property is assessed based on its use. Residential property is assessed at 19 percent of value,
agricultural is 12 percent of value, and commercial is 32 percent of value (MDOR, 2013).
Some personal property is exempt, including household goods, inventories, apparel, and items of personal
use and adornment. Exempt real estate includes property owned by governments and property used as
nonprofit cemeteries, exclusively for religious worship, for schools and colleges, and for purely charitable
purposes (MDOR, 2013).

19.3.7.6

Public Recreation Facilities

The parks and open spaces within the ROI (i.e., Boone County) are listed in Table 19-49, along with their
approximate distance from the proposed RPF site.
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Apro

Approx.-

A. Perry Philins Park

1.

0.7

Nifong Park

1.8

1.1

Rock Ouarrv Park

3.2

Waters-Moss Memorial
Wildlife Area

West

5.9

3.7

Northwest

Northwest I Shepard Park

4.5

2.8

North

2.0

Northwest l Oakwood Hills Park

7.2

4.5

Northwest

3.5

2.2

Northwest Grasslands Park

7.2

4.5

Northwest

Capen Park

4.9

3.1

Northwest Willis Quad

Highpointe Park

5.1

3.2

Northwest Forum Nature Area

Stephens Lake Park

5.8

3.6

Eastport Park

5.8

3.6

North

I Rock Bridge Park

Flat Branch Park

Northeast McKee Street Park
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In addition to the parks, several other public facilities, summarized below, are located within the ROI.
Aquatic centers - The Columbia Parks and Recreation Department manages four outdoor and two indoor
pools. Only two of these facilities, Douglass Family Aquatic Center and Stephens Lake Swimming
Beach and Spraygrounds, are located within the ROI.
The Douglass Family Aquatic Center is an outdoor facility that consists of an 18 m (20-yd) recreational
pool, a double-loop slide, and a spray park. The Stephens Lake Swimming Beach and Spraygrounds
consists of a 4.5 ha (11-acre) lake with unguarded swimming only allowed in designated areas. The park
also includes a spraygrounds.
Columbia Area Seniors Center - The Columbia Area Seniors Center offers services and activities for
seniors, including meals, computers, and meeting places for activities.
Armory Sports & Recreation Center - This indoor facility is used for basketball, volleyball, meetings,
aerobics, and other programs. The facility includes a gymnasium, classroom, meeting room, aerobics
room, a cardio/strength training area, computer room, general recreation room, and locker rooms.
19.3.8

Human Health

This section describes the current environment associated with human health for the proposed RPF site.
The ROI is defined as the 8 km (5-mi) radius surrounding the RPF site.
19.3.8.1

Sensitive Receptor Locations

In accordance with the requirements of Section 19.3.8 of NRC-2011-0135 (NRC, 2012a), Figure 19-41
shows the location of the proposed RPF and distances to the following locations:
"
*
*
*

Nearest
Nearest
Nearest
Nearby

site boundary (fence and lot boundaries) from the centerpoint of the facility (Figure 2-4)
full-time residence
drinking water intake
sensitive receptors (schools, hospitals, public parks, and recreational areas)
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Major Sources and Levels of Background Radiation

Existing sources of background radiation near the proposed site are associated with both natural and
human-made sources. These sources include naturally occurring, medical, nuclear reactors, and industrial
and commercial sources.
Environmental data and historical doses for these sources are described in the following sections. Based
on this information, there are no significant abnormal radiation hazards in the vicinity of the proposed
RPF. The background radiation exposure is equivalent to the average radiation dose in the U.S. of
approximately 6.2 mSv/yr (620 mrem/yr) (NRC, 2013a).
19.3.8.2.1

Naturally OccurringBackgroundSources

There are three sources of naturally occurring radiation: cosmic, terrestrial, and internal. Cosmic
radiation comes from the sun and stars, and the dose received differs with weather and elevation. The
elevation of Columbia is approximately 238 m (780 ft) above mean sea level, so the average annual dose
from cosmic radiation is 0.28 mSv (28 mrem) (NRC, 2013b).
Terrestrial radiation comes from naturally occurring radionuclides in soil, water, and air. Exposure to
airborne radon accounts for the majority of natural radiation sources in the U.S., accounting for 2.0 mSv
(200 mrem) of the 3.2 mSv (320 mrem) annual dose from naturally occurring sources. Higher doses of
radiation are usually observed in areas with higher soil concentrations of uranium and thorium (NRC, 2013c).
Missouri has average background concentrations of uranium and thorium (ORNL, 1981), so the average
dose resulting from terrestrial radiation at the proposed site is 2.28 mSv/yr (228 mrem/yr) (EPA, 2013b).
Internal radiation comes from the radionuclides potassium-40 (40K) and carbon-14 ( 14C), which are
naturally occurring inside the human body (NRC, 2013c). This source accounts for an average dose of
0.4 mSv/yr (40 mrem/yr) (EPA, 2013b).
19.3.8.2.2

Human-Made Sources

Human-made sources of radiation are discussed in the following subsections. These radiation sources
include medical, nuclear power, industrial and commercial, and radioactive waste. Nearly all the annual
radiation dose from human-made sources comes from medical procedures. The remaining sources
account for less than 5 percent of the annual dose (NRC, 2013d). As discussed in the following sections,
there are no significant sources of radiation in the vicinity of the proposed RPF site; the average dose
from human-made sources is 3.1 mSv/yr (310 mrem/yr) (NRC, 2013d).
19.3.8.2.2.1

MedicalSources

There are numerous medical facilities in the ROI that use ionizing radiation for imaging and treatment
services. These facilities are listed in Table 19-9. Patients receiving imaging or treatment services
involving ionizing radiation receive an average dose of 2.98 mSv/yr (298 mrem/yr), which accounts for
96 percent of the annual dose from human-made sources (NRC, 2013d).
Employees of these medical facilities may be exposed to higher levels of radioactivity than members of
the public employed at locations where radiation is not used. 19 CSR 20-10 outlines maximum
permissible exposure limits and dosimetry requirements for occupational exposure to ionizing radiation
and lists a maximum limit of 50 mSv/yr (5,000 mrem/yr) (whole body dose). Medical facility employees
in Columbia do not receive doses in excess of these limits.
19.3.8.2.2.2

NuclearReactors

10 CFR 50.47, "Emergency Plans," requires that the emergency planning zone surrounding nuclear power
reactors includes the area within an 80 km (50-mi) radius of the reactor. There are two nuclear reactors
within 80 km (50 mi) of the proposed RPF site: the MURR and the Callaway Energy Center.
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Both reactor facilities maintain a radiological environmental monitoring program and report annual
radioactive effluent releases to monitor for any increases in radioactivity resulting from reactor activities.
As discussed in the following paragraphs, there were no abnormal radiological releases from either
nuclear reactor in 2012, and the average annual dose from living near a nuclear reactor of less than
0.01 mSv (1 mrem) is applicable to the proposed RPF site (EPA, 2013b).
MURR - MURR is located on the MU campus in Columbia. According to the MURR 2012 Annual
Report (MURR, 2013), the radiological environmental monitoring program at MURR entails semi-annual
collection of soil, water, vegetation, and air samples. During each sampling event, soil and vegetation
samples are collected at eight locations, and water samples are collected at three of those locations. Air
samples are collected from environmental monitors placed within 0.8 km (0.5 mi) of MURR, and from
two control monitors placed 16 km (10 mi) from MURR.
Air monitoring results showed doses of approximately 0.14 mSv/year (14 mrem/year), or less, at all
except two monitor locations. Both of those monitors are located near loading docks where radioactive
materials are loaded for transport, and elevated doses recorded at these locations are likely the result of
packaged material and not related to MURR operation. The facility also reported sanitary sewer and
stack effluent monitoring results for calendar year 2012 (MURR, 2013). For the sewer effluent, a total
activity of 0.18 curies (Ci) was released to the sanitary sewer, with tritium accounting for 0.16 Ci of the
activity. All sewer effluents were in compliance with the limits outlined in 10 CFR 20. A total activity of
1,220 Ci was released via stack effluent, with the majority of the activity coming from argon-41 (41Ar)
releases. All stack effluent releases were compliant with the MURR license technical specifications
(MURR, 2013). Results from environmental monitoring during calendar year 2012 demonstrated there
were no environmental impacts from MURR operations (MURR, 2013).
Callaway Energy Center - Callaway Energy Center is located 65 km (40 mi) southeast of Columbia
near the town of Fulton. The center is operated by Ameren Missouri and provides power for
780,000 households annually (Ameren, 2013a). The Callaway Energy Center 2012 Annual Report
(EIML, 2013) outlines the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program. The monitoring program
includes collection of water, terrestrial, air, and biological samples.
Surface water, groundwater, drinking water, and sediment samples are collected and analyzed for gamma
isotopes, and water samples are also analyzed for tritium. These samples are collected on either a
monthly, quarterly, or semi-annual basis. Low-level tritium activity was detected at two surface water
locations and in several groundwater monitoring wells; the remaining isotopes were not detected. Lowlevel cesium-137 (137Cs) activity was noted in both control sediment samples and one indicator sediment
sample, and 40 K activity was noted in all sediment samples. No radionuclide activity was detected in any
drinking water samples.
Soil samples are collected annually from two control locations and seven indicator locations and
subsequently analyzed for gamma isotopes (EIML, 2013). Soil samples for 2012 exhibited positive
and 40K activity (EIML, 2013).

37

1

Cs

Continuous air monitoring is performed at five locations and analyzed for iodone-131 (1311) and other
gamma isotopes on a weekly basis. Air monitoring results for 2012 demonstrated average activities of
0.23 picocurie/cubic meter (pCi/m 3) for beryllium-7 (7Be). There were no positive detections of
radionuclides from facility operations (EIML, 2013).
Direct ambient gamma radiation is monitored at three control locations and 40 indicator locations using
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD). The TLDs are analyzed on a quarterly basis. For the reporting
period (2012), the average dose for the indicator locations was 16.0 mrem/quarter (64 mrem/yr), and was
15.3 mrem/quarter (61.2 mrem/yr) for the control locations. These dose levels were similar to historical
TLD results (EIML, 2013).
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Biological sampling includes collection of milk, fish, and vegetation tissue. Milk samples are collected at
least once per month and also analyzed for 311 and other gamma isotopes. Fish samples are collected on
a semi-annual basis and analyzed for gamma isotopes. Edible vegetation is collected monthly during the
summer months and analyzed for "3'I and other gamma isotopes. Soybeans are also collected from four
locations (one control location, and three locations on Ameren property) and analyzed for tritium and
gamma isotopes (EIML, 2013). Positive detections of 40K, which is a naturally occurring isotope, were
noted in all 2012 biological samples. There were no other positive radioisotope detections.
The results reported for all environmental samples are consistent with historical data at the site. The
results for the reactor facility reported no samples above background radiation levels outside of the
facility boundary in 2012; therefore, there are no environmental impacts resulting from facility operations
during 2012 (EIML, 2013).
Doses to members of the public from gaseous plant effluent, facility activities, and inhalation of 14C are
outlined in Table A-5 of the Callaway Energy Center 2012 Annual Radioactive Effluent Release Report
(Ameren, 2013b). The whole body dose (0.0000771 mSv/yr [0.00771 mrem/yr]), thyroid dose
(0.000077 mSv/yr [0.0077 mrem/yr]), and maximum other organ dose (0.000161 mSv/yr
[0.0161 mrem/yr]) were well below the allowable doses outlined in 10 CFR 20.1301 (e), "Dose Limits for
Individual Members of the Public," and 40 CFR 190, "Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for
Nuclear Power Operations."
19.3.&2.2.3

Industrialand Commercial Use of Radiation

ABC Laboratories - ABC Laboratories operates at two locations near the proposed RPF site. The
nearest location is on Lot 1 of the Discovery Ridge development, approximately 152 m (500 ft) from the
proposed site, and the second location is approximately 8 km (5 mi) northwest of the site. ABC
Laboratories has a radiological material license with the NRC (No. 24-13365-01). Radiological materials at
ABC Laboratories are used for animal studies, sample analysis and cleaning in gas chromatographs
(nickel-63 [63Ni]), calibration of liquid scintillation counters (137Cs), and research and development
purposes. Occupational doses at ABC Laboratories are monitored using dosimetry. Biological
monitoring is also conducted for personnel performing duties for field studies or for animal studies
involving more than 10 millicurie (mCi). Doses to personnel are managed in accordance with 10 CFR
20.1203, "Determination of External Dose from Airborne Radioactive Material" (ABC Laboratories, 2007).
MU Pickard Hall - Pickard Hall is on Francis Quadrangle at MU and currently houses the Museum of
Art and Archaeology. The building was formerly used as the university chemistry laboratory building,
where radioactive material separation activities were conducted from the early 1900s through the 1930s
(MU EH&S, 2013). These activities resulted in legacy radium contamination of subsurface soil in the
immediate vicinity of Pickard Hall, original flooring and ceiling material in several rooms within the
building, original ventilation system components, steam tunnel, and sanitary sewer lines associated with the
building. The MU Radiation Safety Program has implemented an internal standard operating procedure
to limit land and building use at Pickard Hall to reduce public exposure to and environmental releases of
radiological contamination (MU EH&S, 2013). The operating procedure includes exposure monitoring
for selected Pickard Hall faculty and staff, and periodic radiation surveys and monitoring of the building.
Areas of the building with residual contamination have controlled access, so members of the public may
not enter these areas without an escort. Faculty and staff working in controlled areas of Pickard Hall may
have higher radiation doses than the general public, but these doses are not higher than the ALARA level
for dosimetry monitoring of 0.25 mSv (25 mrem) per quarter (1.0 mSv [100 mrem/yr]) as outlined in the
standard operating procedure (MU EH&S 2013).
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Major Sources and Levels of Chemical Exposure

The areas bounding the proposed RPF site have roadways, buildings, and open agricultural fields. These
areas are maintained in accordance with MU policies and procedures. The site has not been used for
storage of chemicals; however, the use of chemicals for maintenance is expected. Weed killer and
fertilizer are expected to be used on or near the site. No other commercial chemicals are expected to be
on the site. The only source for chemical exposure appears to be topical applications of commercially
available pesticides.
Nonradioactive liquid, gaseous, and solid waste effluents from facilities within the Discovery Ridge
development are required to report hazardous effluents to the MDNR and the EPA.

19.3.8.3.1 Hazardous Waste Managementand Effluent ControlSystems
MU does not operate any hazardous or radioactive waste disposal sites. Nearby sources that manage
hazardous waste include ABC Laboratories, RADIL, and the MU School of Agriculture, all located in the
Discovery Ridge development near MU. The following subsections provide further detail on these
sources.
19.3.8.3.1.1

Discovery Ridge Development

According to the 2011 Phase I environmental site assessment conducted at Discovery Ridge:
[There is] no knowledge of any aboveground or undergroundstorage tanks for chemicals or
petroleum, past use, treatment, disposalor generationof hazardousmaterials orpetroleum
products,polychlorinatedbiphenyl (PCB) equipment, solidwaste disposal,or any pending,
threatened,or past litigation,administrativeproceedings, violations of environmental laws,
or possible litigationrelatingto hazardoussubstances or petroleumproducts associatedwith
the subject site. (Terracon, 2011 a)
The MU School of Agriculture, ABC Laboratories, and RADIL have existing facilities in the Discovery
Ridge development and use/dispose of radioactive and/or hazardous wastes. Waste handling, transport,
and disposal activities are performed in accordance with 10 CFR 71; Appendix T of NUREG-1556,
Volume 11, ConsolidatedGuidance about MaterialsLicenses, Program-SpecificGuidance about
Licenses of Broad Scope (specific to ABC Laboratories, 2007); MDNR regulations; and DOT regulations.

19.3.8.3.2

University of MissouriResearch Reactor

The MURR Health Physics Branch has a Radioactive Waste Management Program that manages
airborne, liquid, and solid radioactive waste materials. Management and disposal activities for each type
of waste are discussed in the following subsections. MU also has a separate hazardous waste
management facility, the Resource Recovery Complex. The complex is located approximately 0.48 km
(0.3 mi) northeast of MURR on the MU campus and handles all non-MURR-related waste generated by
MU operations.
19.3.8.3.2.1

Solid Waste

Solid low-level radioactive waste is temporarily stored on the belowgrade level of the MURR laboratory
prior to shipment. No solid waste is permanently stored onsite. Waste is monitored prior to shipment to
identify radioactive and nonradioactive waste to ensure proper disposal of waste and to help reduce the
volume of waste by identifying items that may be reused. Radioactive waste is typically packaged in
sealed metal drums and processed for shipping by the MURR Health Physics Branch in accordance with
DOT requirements. Waste containers are either shipped directly to a waste disposal site or transferred to
an authorized radioactive waste vendor. High-level radioactive waste shipments are planned and handled
in accordance with NRC and DOT regulations (MU, 2006a).
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During 2012, MURR shipped 19.9 m3 (703 cubic feet [ft3]) of low-level radioactive waste that contained
3,097 mCi of activity (MURR, 2013).
19.3.8.3.2.2

Liquid Waste

Radioactive liquid waste is sent to a liquid waste retention and disposal system that is also located on the
belowgrade level of the MURR laboratory building. The system consists of tanks, pumps, filter banks,
and piping/valves, and uses both chemical and filtration treatment methods to reduce radioactivity levels.
Assay monitoring is used to record liquid waste activity levels. When activity levels are below those
specified in 10 CFR 20, liquid waste is discharged into the sanitary sewer (MU, 2006a).
19.3.8.3.2.3

Gaseous Waste

The majority of gaseous waste consists ofa 'Ar, which is released through the facility ventilation exhaust
stack. Exhaust air from the reactor is mixed with uncontaminated air to dilute the concentration of
radioactive gases emitted into the atmosphere. The discharge rates do not exceed the limits outlined in
the technical specifications (MU, 2006a).
19.3.8.3.3

HistoricalReleases and Exposure

Historical releases of hazardous materials may have occurred at the ABC Laboratories location, 8 km
(5 mi) northeast of the proposed RPF. This site is currently undergoing decommissioning under the NRC
(NRC, 2013e), as discussed below.
The ABC Laboratories site consists of commercial buildings and three sanitary lagoons. Two historical
lagoons were used between 1968 and 1986, after which they were backfilled. The NRC approved the
unrestricted release of both lagoons in 2011, along with four buildings onsite (NRC, 2013e).
A third sanitary surface lagoon was constructed in 1986 and operated until 2004. The lagoon received
sewer waste and rinsates from the laboratories that primarily contained 14C. The lagoon effluent was
discharged to the site under a NPDES permit (MO-0104591) via pipe and gravel beds. In 2011, the
lagoon was drained and then backfilled in February 2012. Soil samples collected from the lagoon
discharge areas showed an average activity of 6 pCi/gram (g), which is below the screening value of
12 pCi/g required in NUREG- 1757, Volume 2, ConsolidatedDecommissioningGuidance:
Characterization,Survey, and Determination of RadiologicalCriteria. Detectable radiological activity
was not noted in subsurface soils below the clay liner of the lagoon. Modeled doses resulting from
residual radioactive contamination in the lagoon were calculated to be 0.002 mSv/yr (0.2 mrem/yr). The
average concentration in groundwater from the site was 126 pCi/L, with the highest concentrations noted
in the shallow water table, wbich is not available for drinking water according to 10 CSR 23-3.090,
"Regionalization." Based on this data, the NRC issued a Finding of No Significant Impact with regard to
the former sanitary lagoon at ABC Laboratories (NRC, 20130.
Positive detections of methylene chloride and 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyaceticacid were noted in the
sediment and clay layer of the lagoon. A minimum of 0.9 m (3 ft) of cover soil was placed in these areas
to effectively eliminate potential human contact. Based on this data, the NRC issued a Finding of
No Significant Impact with regard to the former sanitary lagoon at ABC Laboratories (NRC, 20130.
To-date, there are no additional records of any historic recordable incidences of releases to the general
public in the vicinity of the proposed RPF site. Radiological exposure of MURR staff as a result of
routine tasks is discussed in Section 19.3.8.4.
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19.3.8.4

Occupational Injury Rates

The occupational injury rate of workers associated with the proposed RPF is expected to be similar to the
MURR facility or other MU research facilities currently operating in the vicinity of the proposed RPF
site. While the isotope extraction process may be continuous, the preliminary design of the systems and
components of the facility call for many tasks to be automated. The goal is to reduce human error, while
also reducing occupational risk from many process activities. In addition, occupational dose received by
RPF workers will be maintained ALARA, in accordance with an approved ALARA/Radiation Protection
Program, similar to the ALARA Program for MURR (MU, 2006a).
Occupational dose received by students and faculty while performing activities associated with the
MURR are maintained ALARA. The MURR ALARA Program has been established in accordance with
10 CFR 20.1101, "Radiation Protection Programs" (MU, 2006b) to ensure that doses from radiation and
gaseous effluents are maintained ALARA. Occupational doses at MURR for calendar year 2012 are
shown in Table 19-50.
Table 19-50. Total Personnel Dose to University of Missouri
Research Reactor Facility Employees

Analytical Chemistry

0.27

27

3.43

343

Director's Office

0.06

6

NR

NR

Hot Cell/Shipping

9.81

981

25.25

2,525

Irradiations

0.58

58

NR

NR

Neutron Scattering

2.16

216

5.09

509

Isotope Processing

5.16

516

53.61

5,361

Research

1.12

112

13.S5

1,385

Silicon

8.42

842

13.33

1,333

Work Control
2.92
292
52.72
5,272
Source: Section IX of MURR, 2013, University of Missouri Research Reactor,Reactor OperationsAnnual Report,
January 1, 2012 - December 31, 2012, MURR Research Reactor Staff, Columbia, Missouri, February 26, 2013.
The highest occupational whole body radiation doses at MURR were noted for those employees working
in operations (12.75 mSv [1,275 mrem/yr]) and hot cell/shipping (9.81 rmSv [981 mrem/yr]). Radiation
doses for body extremities were highest for isotope processing (53.61 mSv [5,361 mrem/yr]) and work
control employees (52.72 mSv [5,272 mrem/yr]). These exposures were less than the occupational
exposure limits outlined in 10 CFR 20.1201, "Occupational Dose Limits for Adults" (MURR, 2013).
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19.3.9

Connected Action - University Reactor Network

Irradiation of LEU targets at the university research reactors is key component of the NWMI process. For
a specific university reactor to irradiate LEU targets for NWMI, an amendment to the university's
10 CFR 50 NRC license and an analysis of site-specific environmental impacts related to such an
amendment would be required. For the purposes of complying with NEPA's requirements to analyze
connected actions, the following sections describe the affected environment at each of the proposed
university reactors.
19.3.9.1

University of Missouri Research Reactor

The University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) is a pressurized, reflected, light-water moderated,
open pool-type research reactor. The reactor is used to conduct experiments, irradiate materials, and
produce isotopes for use in various fields of medicine. In addition, the reactor is used for training,
research, and demonstration purposes associated with undergraduate and graduate-level degree programs.
MURR is located in University Research Park, an extension of the Missouri University-Columbia,
Missouri and is licensed to the Board of Curators of the Missouri University. A detailed description of the
facilities can be found in the Facility Operating License No. R-103 (NRC Docket 50-186), which will
expire on October 2026 (MU, 2006b).
MURR is located in Columbia, Missouri, approximately 201 km (125 mi) east of Kansas City and 201 km
(125 mi) west of St Louis. The site is 2.4 km (1.5 mi) south of U.S. Interstate 70, just west of Research
Park Drive. The Missouri River lies 13.6 km (8.5 mi) west of the site. The site is located 6.4 km (4 mi)
northwest of the Discovery Ridge site. Specifically, MURR is located is 1.6 km (1 mi) southwest of the
main MU campus. The site's latitude and longitude is 380 55' 53" north and 920 20' 31" west. MURR is
situated on a 3.0 ha (7.4-acre) lot in the central portion of the University Research Park, a 34.0 ha
(84-acre) tract of land approximately 1.6 km (1 mi) southwest of the MU main campus. The campus is
situated in the southern portion of Columbia. The University Research Park consists of low-occupancy
research buildings. Personnel are currently working in facilities located within 457.2 m (1,500 ft) of the
alternative site. A detailed MURR site evaluation is provided in Section 19.5.2.3.
19.3.9.2

Oregon State University Radiation Center Complex

The OSU Radiation Center complex is an approximately 47,000 ft 2 facility and is comprised of three
buildings including OSTR, Advanced Thermal Hydraulics Research Laboratory (ATHRL), and Radiation
Center Building.
*

"
"

OSTR or Reactor Building is located in a four-story building located on the north side of the
Radiation Center. The Reactor Building contains primarily the main Reactor Bay, the Reactor
Control Room, space for reactor mechanical equipment, two research laboratories, office space
for the Reactor Operations Staff, and a small conference room.
ATHRL is a high-bay facility attached to the east side of the Reactor Building and houses
experimental test loops. There is no access between the ATHRL and Radiation Center
Radiation Center Building houses classrooms, offices, a wide variety of radioisotope laboratories,
a cobalt-60 irradiation facility, a large inventory of nuclear instrumentation useful for research
applications as well as for radiation protection, and a number of supporting facilities. Access to
the Reactor Building from the Radiation Center can be made through two secure locations.
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The OSTR is a light-water-cooled, graphite-reflected reactor using uranium-zirconium hydride fuel
elements. These fuel elements are placed in a circular grid with 16 feet of water over the top of the core.
The reactor has an authorized maximum steady-state thermal power of 1.1 MW and may be pulsed to a
peak power of over 2,000 MW. A detailed description of the reactor facility can be found in their Facility
Operating License No. R-106 (NRC Docket 50-243), which will expire on August 2028 (NRC, 2008b).
The Radiation Center Complex is located on the east side of 3 5 th Street and the north side of South
Jefferson Way both two lane roads. 35h street provides access to the Complex and intersects to the south
approximately 0.75 miles with combined U.S. Highway 20 and Oregon State Highway 34. Highway 20
and Highway 34 separate approximately 1.25 miles to the east with Highway 20 continuing
approximately 11 miles where proceed to Albany Oregon and intersects with U.S. Interstate 5. Highway
34 intersects U. S. Interstate 5 approximately 8.25 miles to the east. To the west Highway 20 and
Highway 34 separate approximately 5 miles with Highway 20 continuing approximately 46 miles to the
coast were it terminates at Newport, Oregon. Highway 34 continues approximates 57 miles to the
southwest where it terminates in Waldport, Oregon.
19.3.9.3

Third Reactor

The third reactor will be similar to the OSTR and will located on a University campus.
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19.4 IMPACTS OF PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS, AND
DECOMMISSIONING
This section provides an analysis of the impacts of the RPF construction, operation, and
decommissioning. Overall impact rankings are given to each environmental resource evaluated. Unless
otherwise defined, criteria followed the guidance given in NRC Impact Rankings at 10 CFR 51,
Subpart A, Appendix B, Table B-l, Footnote 3, as follows:
" Small - Environmental effects are not detectable or are so minor that they will neither destabilize
nor noticeably alter any important attribute of the resource
" Moderate - Environmental effects are sufficient to alter noticeably, but not to destabilize,
important attributes of the resource
" Large - Environmental effects are clearly noticeable and are sufficient to destabilize important
attributes of the resource

19.4.1 Land Use and Visual Resources
19.4.1.1

Land Use

This section presents the evaluation of impacts of the proposed action to land use in the 8 km (5-mi) ROI,
as described in Section 19.3.
Impacts on land use were assessed based on the consistency of the proposed action with State and local
plans and on compatibility with land uses in and near to the proposed RPF site. Impacts include effects
from (1) activities associated with construction, including excavation, grading, placement of fill material,
temporary staging and construction laydown, and construction of permanent features; (2) activities
associated with operations, including potential operational disturbances; and (3) activities associated with
decommissioning a nuclear medical isotope production facility, which are similar to construction except
for the final handling and disposition of radioactive materials and wastes.
Factors considered for determining impacts involving changes to the affected environment are discussed
in Section 19.3. The proposed RPF is considered to have an impact on land use if its presence:
*
"
*
"
*

"
"

Results in land use change on a short- and/or long-term basis
Curtails the range of beneficial uses of the environment
Involves substantial secondary land use impacts (e.g., population changes, effects on public
facilities/infrastructure)
Conflicts with existing or planned land uses within Discover Ridge or the ROI
Conflicts or is incompatible with the objectives, policies, or guidance of State and local land use
plans (e.g., Discovery Ridge Master Plan and Protective Covenants [MU, 2009], "Columbia
Imagined, The Plan for How We Live & Grow" [City of Columbia, 2013c], Boone County
Master Plan [Boone County, 1996])
Conflicts or is incompatible with administrative designations or special land uses
Conflicts or is incompatible with agricultural resources or facilities and mineral resources

Impacts to land use are related to the amount of land disturbed and the type of construction on the land.
The proposed RPF would be approximately 106.7 x 56.4 m (350 x 185 ft) and stands 19.8 m (65 ft) tall
above grade (maximum). The actual RPF building would occupy a rectangular area approximately 213 x
91 m (700 x 300 ft) at the outer perimeter and cover approximately 1.95 ha (4.8 acres) on Lot 15 of
Discovery Ridge.
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The land on which Discovery Ridge is sited is zoned for commercial agriculture; however, Missouri, via
the MU, has acquired and set aside this area to achieve the research park mission. Therefore, construction
of the proposed RPF would be consistent with land use at the park. Discovery Ridge is not mined or used
for any mineral resources. Construction of the proposed RPF was found to be consistent with the
objectives, policies, and guidance of the Discover Ridge, Columbia, and Boone County land use plans.
19.4.1.1.1 Impacts of Construction
The entire 3 ha (7.4 acres) of Lot 15 would be directly and permanently disturbed to construct and support
the RPF. Construction staging activities could also occur along Discovery Drive bordering the lot and the
adjacent Discovery Ridge Lot 14. Staging activities would be temporary and would cease after
construction of the facility. After the facility is built, landscaping would mitigate disturbances caused
during construction on the lot, both exterior of the perimeter fence and from the perimeter fence to the
perimeter of the building. The facility would retain the amount of undeveloped open space and developed
landscaped areas in accordance with the Discovery Ridge covenants (MU, 2009). This includes
maintaining a minimum of 30 percent of the site (preferably 35 percent) as open for landscaping and not
covered by buildings or paving for access, circulation, loading, or parking.
Direct impacts from construction activities would occur as ground disturbance. Indirect impacts
associated with construction activities could affect Discovery Drive. These impacts (e.g., broken curbing
and pot holes) would be temporary since they could be mitigated through road repairs. Overall, because
direct and indirect impacts are constrained to those typically associated with construction activities
necessary to build any facility, they would be small.
19.4.1.1.2 Impacts of Operation
After the RPF is constructed, no additional land would be disturbed during operational activities.
Operational activities would not interfere with any surrounding land uses or change land uses near the
facility. Operations activities would not interfere with any mineral resource uses. The addition of
98 employees to Discovery Ridge for facility operation would not result in a population change that
would impact current facilities or infrastructure, or result in any subsequent changes to land use to
accommodate the increase. Thus, both direct and indirect impacts to land use from operations would be
small.
19.4.1.1.3 Impacts of Decommissioning
From a land use perspective, decommissioning activities (except for the final handling and disposition of
radioactive materials and wastes) are assumed to be similar to construction activities. The facility would
be demolished, and resultant land would return to commercial agriculture/open space. Facility
modification and demolition activities both require (de)construction and staging activities. Thus, facility
demolition activities would result in impacts similar to construction. No additional ground disturbance
would occur if the nuclear components of the building were decommissioned and removed, and if facility
modification was confined to the interior of the building.
Under decommissioning, an additional indirect impact would be an increase in landfilled materials from
demolition activities for any materials that could not be recycled. This impact would not be significant
from the proposed RPF in comparison to similar remodeling or demolition activities in the ROI. Impacts
from final handling and disposition of radioactive materials and wastes under the decommissioning
scenario are discussed in Section 19.4.10.
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With the land at Discovery Ridge designated as a research park, it is reasonable to assume that the land
would not be returned to commercial agriculture use and the park would remain a dedicated
industrial/research area for the foreseeable future. The RPF would be used for some time (20 to 40 years)
and then demolished at the end of its useful life. As such, direct and indirect impacts to land use that can
be reasonably assumed from decommissioning activities are anticipated to be similar to the impacts
associated with construction, which would be small.
19.4.1.2

Visual and Aesthetics Resources

This section describes the visual and aesthetic impacts of the proposed RPF during the phases of
construction, operations, and decommissioning. Potential impacts to viewers over the facility lifespan are
addressed. Satellite imagery was used to identify populations that would have views of the RPF. Those
with views on a routine basis would be Discovery Park employees (currently RADIL and ABC
Laboratories), MU personnel associated with South Farm, residents at nearby homes or businesses,
U.S. Highway 63 commuters, and regular travelers on the roads surrounding Discovery Ridge. Those
with intermittent or a limited-basis view would be Discovery Ridge visitors, Nifong Park and Perry
Phillips Lake users, and travelers passing through the area.
Eight viewpoints were identified and used to conduct a GIS visual analysis to determine facility impacts
to potential viewers and viewsheds. Viewsheds are areas of land or water visible from a fixed vantage
point (see Section 19.3.1.2). Using vantage points, viewsheds are calculated using the Spatial Analyst
Viewshed tool in ESRI ArcMap 10.
A calculated viewshed shows all that an observer can see from that point. The tool does not take into
consideration vegetation, buildings, fences, or other obstructions, but assumes the view is completely
unobstructed, with the exception of intervening topography (e.g., a mountain). Thus, all calculated RPF
viewsheds conservatively represent maximum viewsheds because vegetation and structures are found
throughout the ROI. The calculated observer is 183 cm (6 ft) tall and standing at ground level, a
conservative height for analysis purposes. Using the combination of an unobstructed view and a tall
person as model parameters, the calculated viewsheds are exceptionally conservative regarding the views
that would be seen by a typical viewer. The viewsheds from the eight viewpoints were calculated and
mapped, and the maps analyzed.
Factors considered in determining if the proposed RPF would have a significant impact to visual and
aesthetic resources include the extent or degree to which the facility would:
*
"

*
"
*
*

*
"

Introduce physical features that are substantially out of character with adjacent developed areas
Alter a site so that a sensitive viewing point or vista is obstructed or adversely affected, or if the
scale or degree of change appears as a substantial, obvious, or disharmonious modification of the
overall view
Partially or completely obstruct views of the existing landscape
Create visual intrusions (e.g., radar towers, cooling towers, effluent stacks) to the existing
landscape character
Require the removal of natural or built barriers, screens, or buffers, thus enabling lower quality
viewscapes to be seen
Alter historical, archaeological, or cultural properties, other areas of a special land-use category,
or the character of the property's setting when that character contributes to the property's
significance
Create visual, audible, or atmospheric elements that are out of character with the site or alter its
setting
Be inconsistent with the visual resource policies of the Discovery, Ridge Master Plan and
Covenants (MU, 2009)
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19.4.1.2.1 VisualImpacts
Figure 19-42 shows an artist's rendition of the proposed RPF to demonstrate what the completed facility
would look like on Lot 15 of Discovery Ridge.

Figure 19-42.

Radioisotope Production Facility Visualization

Photographs of RADIL and ABC Laboratories are provided in Figure 19-43 and Figure 19-44, respectively.
The RPF in design and character, as shown in the artist rendition, and as approved by the design review
committee operating under the Master Plan and Covenants, would be similar in aesthetics to these
buildings. Because the facility is being sited on an open space, there are no natural or built barriers,
screens, or buffers that would require removal; therefore, no lower quality viewscapes would become
visible. As discussed in the Section 19.3.6, there are no historical, archaeological, or cultural properties
or other areas of a special land-use category in, near, or associated with Lot 15 in Discovery Ridge, or in
the immediate area, with which the proposed RPF would be considered visually incompatible.

Figure 19-43. Research and Diagnostic Laboratory Facility Located at Discovery Ridge
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Figure 19-44. ABC Laboratories Facility Located at Discovery Ridge
The visual study, review of photos from the eight observer viewpoints, and the artist rendition of the
facility (Figure 19-42) provide significant data to determine the visual impacts with regard to partially or
completely obstructing views of the existing landscape or creating intrusions in the existing landscape
character, as follows:
" At its tallest point, the RPF's exhaust stacks, at 22.9 m (75 ft) total height and 3 m (10 ft) above
roof level, would be the facility's tallest fixed feature viewable from a distance. While steam,
under certain meteorological conditions might be seen coming from the stacks, it would dissipate
quickly and is not discussed further in this section. As a viewer observes the RPF from a vantage
point and then continues to move closer to the facility, more of the facility would come into view,
until the entire facility is viewable. Figure 19-18 through Figure 19-25 show various viewpoints
toward Lot 15 in Discovery Ridge from distances between 0.4 and 4.4 km (0.25 and 2.72 mi).
* When the RPF is completed, if the viewer is located on Lot 15, close to the facility, and expecting
to look through or around the facility to the other side, the facility would partially or completely
obstruct views of the surrounding landscape. In this circumstance, having a blocked or obstructed
view would be an expected impact of placing a facility in an open space where no facility existed
before. Because the land was designated for use as a research park, it is reasonable to expect that
at some point buildings supporting research would be constructed. As such, observers who are
located at close range to the facility would have views of the facility, and their views toward
landscapes on the other side of the facility would be partially or completely obstructed by the
facility.
To determine the visual impacts associated with fully or partially obstructed views from further distances,
views toward the facility from the eight viewpoints were analyzed with Spatial Analyst Viewshed tool in
ESRI ArcMap 10. The resultant viewshed is shown in Figure 19-45. The figure shows the areas from
which an observer can see the stacks on the RPF. Again, this analysis does not account for screening effects
from structures and vegetation, and provides the maximum potential viewsheds from the observer points.
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19.4.1.2.2 Impacts of Construction
The most noticeable impact to viewers would be during the construction phase. Lot 15 of Discovery
Ridge would transition from an area of open space to a fully constructed facility with surrounding
landscaping. During this initial phase, changes at the lot would be significant and noticeable. The
changes would not be out of character with the research park, but the changes would seem sudden and
dramatic, particularly to viewers familiar with Discovery Ridge. Specific activities at the lot would be
varied on a daily basis, but would be similar to general facility construction project activities, including:
*
•
"
"

Heavy equipment would be brought onsite
Materials would be staged on the lot and in the immediate area around the lot
Workers would use equipment for excavation, grading, and building activities
Cranes may be onsite to lift and place materials and components in the facility and on the lot

As the facility progresses toward completion, there would be less large equipment and construction
personnel on the exterior of the building as work proceeds to interior construction-related activities (e.g.,
electrical installation, sheetrocking, and painting). The final exterior work would require equipment and
personnel for grading, paving, and landscaping. When the building is complete, the view from the street
and from the other facilities in the park is anticipated to be similar to the views one can see of the RADIL
and ABC Laboratories buildings shown conceptually in Figure 19-42, and in Figure 19-43 and
Figure 19-44.
As discussed in Section 19.3.1.2, the Discovery Ridge Master Plan and Covenants (MU, 2009) addresses
visual resources and scenic considerations throughout the plan's building and design requirements. At a
minimum, compliance with the following covenants and review by the Discovery Ridge Design
Committee would ensure that the RPF visual impact is compatible with the character of the property
setting (MU, 2009):
0
*
a
*
*
*
*

5.4, Minimum Open Space and Landscaped Area
5.5, Building Height
5.6, Exterior Appearance of Buildings
5.8, Parking and Loading Areas
5.12, Landscape Design
5.13, Site Lighting
5.14, Storage Areas and Fences

While the visual impacts are most notable during the construction phase, over time, as viewers become
more aware of the activities Discovery Ridge, view the activities more frequently, and the building
progresses to completion, the building's presence becomes less noticeable. Because the proposed RPF
would be in context with Discover Ridge and its setting, it is unlikely that the average viewer would see
the facility as an isolated structure or a distraction on the overall landscape. In context, impacts of
construction on visual resources are considered small.
19.4.1.2.3 Impacts of Operations
The RPF would not generate electricity and thus does not maintain any power transmission lines. While
steam might be seen coming from the stacks under certain meteorological conditions, it would dissipate
quickly and is not discussed further in this section. Operation of the RPF has no visual impact on
anything external to the building, including the aesthetics of the surrounding area. The facility would
look the same on a daily basis during the operations phase. The impacts to visual resources would be
restricted to the impact the facility has on the landscape, which is small.
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19.4.1.2.4 Impacts of Decommissioning
At the end of its lifespan, the RPF would be demolished and returned to commercial agriculture use or
open space. Facility demolition would require activities similar to construction activities. For example,
heavy equipment would be used, a crane might be needed to remove interior components to transport, and
a number of personnel would be onsite. There would be considerable activity occurring daily as the
facility is demolished, until the end result is obtained. From a visual and aesthetics resource perspective,
facility demolition activities are not uniquely different from construction activities. As such, visual
impacts during decommissioning would be similar to those seen in the construction phase, and are
considered small.

19.4.2 Air Quality and Noise
19.4.2.1

Air Quality

The proposed RPF site is located in Boone County, Missouri, which is part of the EPA Region 7. The
Missouri DEQ is the regulatory agency responsible to protect and enhance the quality of the Missouri
environment and its citizens, while the MDNR operates an extensive network of ambient air monitors to
comply with the Clean Air Act and its amendments.
The ambient air quality monitoring network for Missouri includes State and local air monitoring stations,
special purpose monitoring stations, and National Core (NCore) multi-pollutant monitoring stations
consistent with requirements in Federal regulation 40 CFR 58.10. The only DNR air monitor in Boone
County is located at Finger Lakes and monitors for 03 from May to October each year. The MDNR
continuous air monitors nearest to the proposed RPF site, which are also in similar urban locales, are in
the following locations:
•

"

Mark Twain State Park - In Stoutsville, Monroe County, approximately 103 km (64 mi)
northeast of the proposed RPF site; monitors for SO 2 , 03, and inhalable particulates PM-10 and
PM-2.5
El Dorado Springs - In Cedar County, approximately 261 km (162 mi) southwest of the
proposed RPF site; monitors for NO 2, inhalable particulate PM-2.5, and 03

Both air monitor locations are well outside of the ROI.
The EPA established NAAQS for six common pollutants (also referred to as "criteria" pollutants).
Missouri DEQ monitors for CO, NO 2, 03, total suspended particulate, inhalable particulates (PM-10 and
PM-2.5), and Pb. Other pollutants or compounds are measured as part of air toxics or particulate
speciation sampling. Legal descriptions of the standards are provided in 10 CSR 10-6, "Air Quality
Standards, Definitions, Sampling and Reference Methods and Air Pollution Control Regulation for the
Entire State of Missouri." The NAAQS are summarized in Table 19-27.
Gaseous effluents at the proposed RPF would originate from several sources, including construction
equipment, isotope production, fuel combustion from heating and generating systems, and
decommissioning activities. RPF operations would generate gaseous effluents. The permits required for
release and their status are listed in Table 19-4. The anticipated gaseous effluents and their associated air
quality parameters for construction, operations, and decommissioning are discussed in the following
subsections.
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19.4.2.1.1 Air Impactsfrom Construction
Construction activities result in localized increases in air emissions. Earthmoving, excavation, clearing,
pile driving, erection, batch plant operation, and construction-related traffic generate fugitive dust and
fine particulate matter that potentially impact both on-site workers and off-site residents of the
community. Vehicles and engine-driven equipment (e.g., generators and compressors) generate
combustion product emissions such as CO, NOx, and, to a lesser extent, SO 2 . Painting, coating, and
similar operations also generate emissions from the use of VOCs.
People living near or working at or near construction sites may be subject to the physical impacts of
construction activities. Activities associated with the use of construction equipment may result in varying
amounts of dust, air emissions, noise, and vibration. The magnitude and area of extent of the impacts
from these emissions depends on atmospheric conditions at the time of the activity. The magnitude of
these potential impacts is typically related to specific construction controls and the proximity of the site to
populated areas. Contractors, vendors, and subcontractors are required to adhere to appropriate Federal
and State occupational health and safety regulations. These regulations set limits to protect workers from
adverse conditions, including air emissions.
19.4.2.1.1.1

Fugitive Dust

Earth-moving activities involve operation of heavy construction equipment on exposed soil. Methods for
calculating fugitive dust emissions for earth-moving activities outlined in EPA AP 42, Compilation ofAir
PollutantEmission Factors, Volume 1, StationaryPoint and Area Sources, Chapter 13, "Miscellaneous
Sources" (EPA, 2010) were used. Activity rates (A) for earth-moving were derived from information on
hours of vehicle operation, tons of material moved, or vehicle miles traveled.
E = A x EF x (1-ER/100)

where:
E

emissions

A
EF

=
=

activity rate
emission factor

ER

=

overall emission reduction efficiency, percentage

Values for these parameters are expected to evolve over time as design parameters are refined. Therefore,
conservative parameter values based on the notional facility designs were established to bound PM-10
and PM-2.5 activity rates. Activity rates for each parameter are provided in Table 19-5 1.
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Table 19-51. Activity Parameters for Earth Moving
Nu
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Bulldozing

hr

1

100

NA

NA

Loading of earth haulers from front
loaders

hr

1

60

10,886

12,000

Compacting

hr

1

80

NA

NA

Sources: EDF-3124-0001, 2015, Estimate of Excavationfor the NWMI Radioisotope ProductionFacility, Rev. 3,
Portage, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, February 2, 2015.
EDF-3124-0004, 2015, Calculationfor the Determinationof Fugitive Dust during ConstructionActivities
from ConstructionEquipment, Rev. 1, Portage. Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, February 3, 2015.
NA

= not applicable.

Equations recommended by the EPA (EPA, 2010, Section 13.2, Table 13.2.3-1) for dust-generating
operations using heavy equipment on exposed soils were used to calculate emission factors for different
sizes of particulate matter. Emission factors for earth moving activities were based on guidance
(EPA, 2010) and are provided in Table 19-52 (EDF-3124-0004, Calculationfor the Determinationof
Fugitive Dust during ConstructionActivities from ConstructionEquipment). The total PM-10 and
PM-2.5 emissions from earth moving activities during construction presented in Table 19-52 are
summarized in Table 19-53.
Table 19-52. PM-10 and PM-2.5 Emission Factors
for Earth-Moving Activities During Construction
Sti

it/EUJ m n

Bulldozing

Loading of earth haulers from front
Inwid-r,

Compacting

Uni9t

P

1I0

kg/hr

4.05E-01

4.17E-01I

us/br

2 o'~F..AI

0 1QIo..A1

akg/t

2.96E-02

4.48E-03

a1h/tn"

1; olQ)T.A

R QtFPA

kg/hr

4.05E-0 1

lh/hr

R92F-(11

4.17E-01
QI QF.-n1

Source: EDF-3124-0004, 2015, Calculationfor the Determinationof Fugitive Dust during ConstructionActivities
from ConstructionEquipment, Rev. 1, Portage, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, February 3, 2015.
a Per ton of material moved.
PM-2.5
PM-10

= particulate matter, 2.5 pt.
= particulate matter, 10 gi.

VMT - vehicle miles traveled
VKM - vehicle kilometer traveled
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Fugitive Dust Emissionsfrom
Wind Erosion of Bare Ground

Table 19-53. Annual PM-10 and PM-2.5 Emissions
from Earth-Moving Activities During Construction

Areas where wind erosion of bare ground
could occur during construction include all
disturbed areas whether temporary or
permanent, including clear and grub areas,
roadways, rail lines, power lines, piping,
batch plant footprint, gravel pit, and
stockpiles.
Equations and calculation steps for wind
erosion of bare ground from EPA (2010),
Section 13.2.5, were used. PM-10 and
PM-2.5 emissions for wind erosion of bare
ground during construction are provided in
Table 19-54 (EDF-3124-0006, Determination
of Wind-Blown Dust during Construction

Emsin
kg

1.4E+03

lb

A.01R+03'
27

1.4

t

PM-2.5
PM-10

2.7E+02

= particulate matter, 2.5 [t.
= particulate matter, 10 p.

Table 19-54. Annual PM-10 and PM-2.5 Emissions
from Wind Erosion of Bare Ground

Activities).

19.4.2.1.1.3

Summary of Total Particulate
Matter Emissionfrom
ConstructionActivities

The total release of particulate matter (PM-10
and PM-2.5) from construction of the facility
presented in Table 19-53 and Table 19-54 is
summarized in Table 19-55. Implementation
of controls and limits at the source of
emissions on the construction site would
result in a reduction of impacts offsite.

lb

160

24

tons

0.082

0.012

Source: EDF-3124-0006, 2014, Determinationof WindBlown Dust during ConstructionActivities, Rev. 0,
Portage, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, June 26, 2014.
PM-2.5 = particulate matter, 2.5 pt.
PM-10
= particulate matter, 10 P.

Table 19-55. Total PM-10 and PM-2.5 Emissions from Construction
r

Equipment
Totals
PM-2.5
PM-10

=
=

P1

P

I 4E+03

3.OE+03

1.5

1.4

270

6.OE+02

0.27

0.30

1473

3160

1.6

1.5

281

624

0.28

0.31

particulate matter, 2.5 pt.
particulate matter, 10 p.

Specific mitigation measures to control fugitive dust may include any or all of the following:
"
"
"
*
"
*

Stabilizing construction roads and spoil piles
Limiting speeds on and periodically watering unpaved construction roads
Covering haul trucks when loaded or unloaded
Minimizing material handling (e.g., drop heights, double-handling)
Phased grading to minimize the area of disturbed soils
Revegetating road medians and slopes
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Vehicle Emissions - CriteriaPollutants

On-road vehicles - On-road vehicle emissions estimates were generated for construction vehicles used
for hauling and delivery of materials and for the construction workforce traveling to and from the
construction site. The EMFAC2011 model was used to calculate on-road vehicle emission factors for this
period. The model estimates vehicle emission factors based on fuel type, vehicle type, vehicle speed, and
the climatological normal for temperature and humidity.
EMFAC2011 is the latest installment of the EMFAC series of models, which is the California Air
Resources Board tool for estimating emissions from on-road vehicles. EMFAC2011 was used to
calculate on-road and non-road vehicle emission factors for the construction period. The model produces
an estimation of vehicle emission factors based on fuel type, vehicle type, vehicle speed, and
climatological normal for temperature and humidity.
On-road vehicle emissions were calculated using emission rate in grams (g)/(vehicle miles traveled) +
g/day(idle) + g/day(starting). On-road vehicles considered for the construction period were dump trucks,
concrete trucks, asphalt trucks, and general delivery trucks. For workforce travel during construction,
light-duty gas vehicles, light-duty gas trucks, and light-duty diesel trucks were considered. A round trip
value of 64.4 km (40 mi) and a vehicle split of 60 percent light-duty gas vehicles, 30 percent light-duty
gas trucks, and 10 percent light-duty diesel trucks were assumed for workforce travel.
Total mileage estimates for on-road vehicles during the construction period are shown in Table 19-56
(EDF-3124-0005, On-RoadEmissionsfor Vehicles duringConstruction). Estimates of the on-road
vehicle emissions for criteria pollutants and carbon dioxide (CO 2) are provided in Table 19-57
(EDF-3124-0005); emissions are presented for an estimated construction period spanning 17 months.
Table 19-56. Total Mileage Estimates for On-Road Vehicles

Earth haulers (dump trucks) (4)

Material hauling (3 months)

4,258

2,646

Asphalt trucks (2)

Asphalt hauling (14 months)

811

504

Workforce travel (60)

Commute

1,421,373

883,200

Workforce travel (10)

Commute - light duty diesel trucks (17 months)

236,895

147,200

-

light duty gas vehicles (17 months)

Source: EDF-3124-0005, 2014, On-Road Emissionsfor Vehicles during Construction,Rev. 0, Portage, Inc.,

Idaho Falls, Idaho, June 26, 2014.
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Table 19-57. On-Road Vehicle Emissions (During Construction)
SO0

PM2.

-1

Ni

CI

Veil

Light duty
autos

Gas

1,500

3,400

140

300

320,000

700,000

2.1

4.6

1.9

4.2

3.2

7.1

Light duty
trucks

Diesel

49

110

99

220

521,000

120,000

9.0

20

8.3

18

0.50

1.1

Earth

Diesel

1.8

3.9

21

47

353000

7,200

0.22

0.49

0.21

0.45

0.031

0L069

Diesel

1.1

2.5

9.3

21

1,000

2,200

0.056

0.12

0.050

0.11

0.010

0.022

3.50

3.86

0.72

0.79

597.44

658.70

haulers

Asphalt
trucks

Totals (t) (tons)

1.68

1.85

1.52

1.68

6.0

6.61

E-02

E-02

E-02

E-02

E-03

E-03

Source: EDF-3 124-0005, 2014, On-Road Emissionsfor Vehicles during Construction, Rev. 0, Portage, Inc.,
Idaho Falls, Idaho, June 26, 2014.
PM-2.5
hu.
= particulate matter, 2.5

PM-10

particulate matter, 10

ja..

Off-road vehicles - Off-road vehicle emissions were estimated for diesel-fueled construction equipment
used for moving, grading, and compacting earthen materials using emission factors for off-road
construction based on values from the EPA NONROAD model. Model emission factors were based on
g/hr. These values were combined with the number of pieces of equipment and hours of operation to
estimate the total pounds released for each activity. The results are sho37n in Table 19-5 8
(EDF-3 124-0009, Off-Road Emissions DuringConstruction).
While emissions from construction activities and equipment are unavoidable, the implementation of
mitigation measures minimizes the impacts to local ambient air quality and the nuisance impacts to the
public in proximity to the project. Mitigation measures may include any or all of the following:
P

Implementing controls to minimize daily emissions such as reducing engine idle time, using
cleaner fuels (e.g., ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel or biodiesel), installing polluti
control equipment
on construction equipment (e.g., diesel oxidation catalysts and particulate matter filters), and
curtailing or controlling thtime of day construction activities are perfo ured

eiPerforming proper maintenance of construction vehicles to maximize efficiency and minimize
emissions
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Table 19-58. Air Pollutant Emissions Factors for Off-Road Construction Equipment

Bulldozer

1

100

140

310

19

41

6.3

14

4.7

10

13,000 29,000

23

51

Excavators

1

60

49

110

7.5

17

2.4

5.4

1.8

4

4,500

10,000

8.1

18

Graders

1

80

66

150

10

22

3.2

7.2

2.4

5.4

6,000 13,000

11

24

Asphalt roller

1

80

100

230

14

31

4.7

10

3.5

7.7

9,700 21,000

17

38

Source: EDF-3124-0009, 2014, Off-Road Emissions during Construction,Rev. 0, Portage, Inc., Idaho Falls,
Idaho, June 26, 2014.
PM-2.5
PM-10

= particulate matter, 2.5 la.
= particulate matter, 10 pa.

19.4.2.1.1.5

Emissions Modeling

Emissions from construction activities were evaluated using AERSCREEN, Version 11126. This
screening model uses standard defaults for meteorology and terrain values. Modeled emissions included
PM- 10, PM-2.5, CO, NOx, and sulfur oxides (SO,). The model estimated ambient air concentrations at
112 m (368 ft) (nearest road) and 375 m (1,230 ft) (near residence). These values were then compared to
relevant Missouri and EPA air quality standards. This comparison is summarized in Table 19-59. In
summary, unmitigated air emissions during construction are below Federal and State emissions standards
for all parameters except PM-1 at 375 m (1,230ft) (closest residential receptor). The standard mitigation
methods described previously would be used to ensure that the PM-10 levels at 112 m (368 ft) remain
below the air quality parameters (6 CSR Division 10) (EDF-3124-0014, Emission Modelingfor
ConstructionActivities using A ERSCREEN).
Table 19-59. Anticipated Gaseous Effluents and
Their Associated Air Quality Parameters for Construction

3
_g/M

PM-10

W, C, OR

1,483

3,270

2.95 pg/m3

1.21 tg/mi3

NO

C, OR

646

1,422

68 ppb

28 ppb

d100 ppb

SO,

C, OR

107

236

0.008 ppm

0.009 ppm

f0.075 ppm

150

Source: EDF-3124-0014, 2014, Emission Modelingfor ConstructionActivities usingAERSCREEN, Rev. 0,
Portage, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, June 26, 2014.
a W = wind-blown dust, C = construction activities, OR = emissions from off-road construction activities.
b 24-hr, not to be exceeded more than once per year on average over three years.
c 24-hr, 98"h percentile, averaged over three years.
d I-hr, 98"' percentile, averaged over three years.
' 8-hr, not to be exceeded more than once per year.
f 1-hr, 99th percentile of 1-hr daily maximum concentrations, averaged over three years.
PM-2.5
PM-10

= particulate matter, 2.5 p.
= particulate matter, 10 p.
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19.4.2.1.2 Air Quality Impactsfrom Operations

Operation activities may result in a slight increase in vehicle traffic in the immediate area of the proposed
RPF, which could cause a slight increase in internal combustion emissions such as CO, NO. and, to a
lesser extent, SO 2. Operation of the emergency standby generator would also result in a slight increase in
emission products, but due to intermittent use, these emissions would be low. The majority of effluent
would be from radioisotope production and the release of a small amount of gaseous fission products.
The offgas system is designed to filter and/or retain these isotopes in the facility until they are less than
the established allowable concentrations for residential receptors. Each of these emissions is discussed in
the following subsections.
19.4.2.1.2.1

Stack Characteristics

The RPF is designed to have five emission points that would each vent different areas of the process. The
Zone I, Zones II/III, and the laboratory stacks would be located in the northwest corner of the facility and
extend 22.9 m (75 ft) high, which is 3 m (10 ft) above the building roof' The locations of the process
steam and HVAC boilers are not shown on Figure 19-9. A summary of the five emission sources is
provided below.
Zone I
Exhaust air flow rate:
Diameter:
Exhaust velocity:
Release frequency:
Effluent temperature:

534 m3/min (18,850 ft3)/min)
86 cm (34 in.)
911 m/min (2,990 ft/min)
Continuous
Ambient

Zone 11/111
Exhaust air flow rate:
Diameter:
Exhaust velocity:
Release frequency:
Effluent temperature:

999.5 m3/min (35,300 ft3/min)
117 cm (46 in.)
933 m/min (3,060 ft/min)
Continuous
Ambient

Laboratory Exhaust
Exhaust air flow rate:
Diameter:
Exhaust velocity:
Release frequency:
Effluent temperature:

467 m3/min (16,500 ft3/min)
81 cm (32 in.)
900 m/min (2,955 ft/min)
Continuous
Ambient

Process Steam Boiler
Exhaust air flow rate:
Diameter:
Exhaust velocity:
Release frequency:
Effluent temperature:

39 m3/min (1,386 ft3/min)
30.4 cm (12 in.)
538 m/min (1,765 ft/min)
Continuous
29-C (85-F)

HVAC Boiler
Exhaust air flow rate:
Diameter:
Exhaust velocity:
Release frequency:
Effluent temperature:

40.6 m3/min (1,435 ft3/min)
30.4 cm (12 in.)
557 m/min (1,827 ft/min)
Continuous
29°C (85°F)
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Gaseous Control System Description

Process exhaust offgases would be treated in two subsystems for the process offgas components and for
the primary exhaust system for the hot cell(s). Each process offgas subsystem would treat the process
offgas components separately to prevent mixing of waste constituents. A detailed description of the
gaseous control system is provided in Section 19.2.3.2.12.
19.4.2.1.2.3

Releasesfrom Isotope Production

Gaseous effluents from the RPF production process would originate from three main sources:
*
*
•

Processing of irradiated targets for recovery and purification of 9Mo
Recovery of LEU from the target processing activities
Recycling the recovered uranium for fabrication into new targets.

product

Process offgases are treated in two subsystems that serve the process offgas components and the primary

exhaust system for the hot cell(s).
Each process offgas subsystem would treat the process offgas components separately to prevent mixing of
waste constituents. (Addition information is provided in Section 19.2.3.2.12.) Gaseous effluents
resulting from the production process are based on a 50-week/year operating schedule. There are no
emissions of CO, Pb, 03, or particulate matter from the process exhaust system. All iodine fission
products would be removed using absorption methods. Fission product gases such as xenon (Xe) and
krypton (Kr) would be removed using gas trapping to allow decay. The resulting release would be
maintained until levels are less than those defined in Table 2 of 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, "Annual Limits
on Intake (ALT) and Derived Air Concentrations (DAC) of Radionuclides for Occupational Exposure;
Effluent Concentration; Concentrations for Release to Sewerage."
19.4.2.1.2.4

Releasesfor Fuel Combustion

Emergency generator - A diesel generator is used for temporary operation and safe shutdown of the system
if required. The emergency generator would emit CO, NO., PM, SO 2 , VOCs, and C0 2 , as summarized in
Table 19-60, assuming less than 24 hr of operation a year, as required for routine maintenance
(EDF-3124-0008, Emissionsfrom Natural Gas Boiler and Emergency Diesel GeneratorOperation).
Table 19-60. Emissions for Standby Emergency Diesel Generator

Standby 2,600 kW
diesel
d
generator per year

3.3

0.12

7.9

0.28

710

25

0.43

0.015

2.5

0.087

8.7

19

21

45

1,800

4,000

1.1

2.4

6.4

14

490

105

210>

4

Source: EDF-3124-0008, 2014, Emissionsfrom Natural Gas Boiler Operation, Rev. 0, Portage, Inc., Idaho
Falls, Idaho, June 26, 2014.
Values from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Tier 4 standards for non-road diesel generators (Table 7
of 40 CFR 1039.102, "What exhaust emission standards and phase-in allowances apply for my engines in model
year 2014 and earlier.-).
b Values from EPA, 2010, Compilation ofAir PollutantEmission Factors, Volume 1, Stationary Point
and
Area Sources, AP 42, Fifth Edition, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air and Radiation,
Washington, D.C., 2010.
Assumes 0.5% sulfur content.
d Assumes 24 hr/year operation for maintenance.
PM

= particulate matter.
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Natural gas-fired boilers - Several
combustion sources at the proposed RPF
would contribute to the gaseous effluents.
These combustion sources would be two
natural gas-fired boilers using steam
production and two natural gas-fired boilers
using heating. In addition to these natural
gas-fired heaters, a diesel-fired standby diesel
generator is proposed at the facility.
The two steam boilers and the two boilers
used for heating would be released through
two separate stacks. The boiler and generator
all emit CO, NO., PM, VOCs, and CO 2, as
summarized in Table 19-61 and Table 19-62
(EDF-3124-0012, Emission Modelingfor
Process and HVAC Boilers Using
AERSCREEN). The total annual emissions
for natural gas-fired boilers are summarized
Table 19-61 (EDF-3124-0008).

Table 19-61. Natural Gas-Fired Boiler
Total Annual Emissions

CO

16

18

1.07

4.2

PM (total)

0.36

0.40

0.03

0.39

SO2

0.12

0.13

0.009

0.030

Source: EDF-3124-0008, 2014, Emissionsfrom Natural

Gas Boiler Operation,Rev. 0, Portage, Inc., Idaho Falls,
Idaho, June 26, 2014.
PM
= particulate matter.
VOC
= volatile organic compound.

The AERSCREEN modeling system was used to assess the impacts of pollutants expected to be
generated by the RPF from the production unit's four natural gas-fired heaters and the standby emergency
diesel generator.
Table 19-62.

AERSCREEN Model Total Annual Emissions
Maxm.
I Horl

Emsin
Poltn

CO

I emsin

13i)rcpor(7

(tn/r

4.3E+00

Sl/r

18

CPM- 10 (total)

3.9E-01

1.6

eVoc

2.8E-01

1.2

Modle

conentato

to clsseieta

I cnetato

'

7.2E+0 1

a
P Sp/h

n
'

4.3E+01

4.6E+0 I
,01 - -ý:.

6.5E+00

4.2E+00

AQ
p

/

,

4.OE+04
ý1.9E-4-02
g150

La+00

1,97.E+02

4.713+00
fCo2

6.1E+03

26,000

5.1E-01

3.3E-01

NA

Source: EDF-3124-0012, 2015, Emission Modelingfor Process and HVA C Boilers Using AERSCREEN,
Rev. 1, Portage, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, February 4, 2015.
a It was determined that the stack effluent maximum concentration was found at 136 m (446 ft).
b Based on 50 weeks/year.
Used as PM-10 values.
d Assumed to represent PM-2.5.
No NAAQS for volatile organic compounds.
f No NAAQS for carbon dioxide.
g 24-hr standard for PM-10 and PM-2.5
NA
= not applicable.
NAAQS = National Ambient Air Quality Standards.
PM-2.5 = particulate matter, 2.5 gi.

PM-10
VOC
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Release point characteristics - Emissions and stack characteristics for each emission source are based
on the design parameters, assumptions, and emission factors. Exhaust characteristics for the boilers are
estimated based on heat input to the source, fuel consumption, and combustion calculations assuming
30 percent excess combustion air and 75 percent efficiency.
Exhaust gas temperatures for the natural gas-fired boiler are based on temperature data provided by boiler
vendors for other similar projects. Exhaust from the natural gas-fired boiler is vented to the atmosphere
through different 22.9 m (75 ft) stacks that are separate from the other three process stacks. Each stack is
4.9 m (10 ft) taller than the tallest point of the building.
The results of the AERSCREEN model, as it relates to the NAAQS, are shown in Table 19 62. The
results are presented for the point of maximum concentration (136 m [446 ft]) and at 375 m (1,230 ft),
which represents the distance to the closest residential receptor. As shown in Table 19 62, no pollutant is
estimated to be released during normal RPF operations that exceeds the NAAQS based on AERSCREEN
modeling, making the need for more detailed modeling unnecessary (EDF-3124-0012).
19.4.2.1.2.5

Vehicle and Other Emissions

During the operations phase, vehicular air emissions would result from the commuting workforce and
from routine deliveries to and from the proposed RPF. EMFAC2011 was used to calculate on-road
vehicle emission factors for this period. The model estimates vehicle emission factors based on fuel type,
vehicle type, vehicle speed, and climatological normal for temperature and humidity.
The volume of traffic generated during operations would be considerably lower than that expected during
construction. In additional, the lands on the RPF site are either developed surfaces (buildings, paved
parking/access road) or consist of either agricultural or landscaped areas. Consequently, limiting routine
vehicle use to paved areas would reduce the emission of fugitive dust. In summary, impacts from vehicular
air emissions and fugitive dust during operations would be far less than during the construction phase.
Emissions data shown in Table 19-63 provide an estimate of vehicle emissions. Calculations used to
obtain the estimates are based on an average workforce of 25-50 vehicles/day using a specific vehicle
ratio (60 percent light-duty autos, 30 percent light-duty gas trucks, and 10 percent light-duty diesel trucks)
and a round trip of 40 mi/day (EDF-3124-0013, On-Road Emissionsfor Vehicles DuringOperations).
Table 19-63.

Light duty autos

Gas

Light duty trucks Diesel

Vehicle Emissions During Operations

540

1,200

48

110

110,000

250,000

0.74

1.62

0.67

1.48

1.1

2.5

17

39

35

77

19,000

41,000

3.2

7.0

2.9

6.5

0.18

0.39

Source: EDF-3124-0013, 2014, On-Road Emissionsfor Vehicles During Operation,Rev. 0, Portage, Inc.,
Idaho Falls, Idaho, June 26, 2014.
PM-2.5
PM-10

=
=

particulate matter, 2.5 p.
particulate matter, 10 p.
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Gaseous effluents from the RPF would be released through three separate stacks (Zone I stack, Zones 11/111
stack, and the laboratory stack) (discussed in Section 19.2.3.2.12). The airborne effluent exhaust from the
Zone I stack is expected to contain measurable quantities of noble gas radioactivity (i.e., Xe and Kr).
There could also be radioactive iodine, radioactive particulates, and tritium in the airborne effluent
exhaust. Due to the expectation of having measurable quantities of radioactivity in the airborne effluent
and since malfunction of the exhaust carbon filtration system could result in a change in iodine
radioactivity releases, the Zone I exhaust stack would be continuously monitored for gross gamma
radioactivity. Grab sampling provisions would also be in place to support routine collection and analysis
of gas and particulate samples from the Zone I exhaust stack to identify radionuclides, identify relative
concentrations of radionuclides in the airborne effluent, and quantify radionuclide releases. No
monitoring would occur for the HVAC and process steam boiler stacks.

19.4.2.2.1 Air Impactsfrom Decommissioning
Following the cessation of operations, the facility would be decommissioned. Decommissioning
activities, however, are assumed to be similar to construction activities and involve heavy equipment to
dismantle buildings and remove roadway and parking facilities. Effluents resulting from
decommissioning are anticipated to be similar to the impacts associated with construction, with the
addition of some particulate fission products radionuclides as a result of contamination of the equipment
used in the process. The nonradioactive emissions should not exceed those defined in Table 2 of
10 CFR 20, Appendix B. Radioactive releases from contaminated equipment would be mitigated to
acceptable levels using standard containment methods and procedures.

19.4.2.2.2 Visibility Impacts
19.4.2.2.2.1

Impacts of Construction

People living near or working at or near construction sites may have some visibility impact due to
construction activities. The use of construction equipment may result in varying amounts of dust and air
emissions. The magnitude and area of extent of the impacts from these emissions depends on
atmospheric conditions at the time of the activity. BMPs, including dust control suppressants, would be
used to limit any impacts. Contractors, vendors, and subcontractors would be required to adhere to
appropriate Federal and State occupational health and safety regulations. Given the above-mentioned
factors, the visibility impacts associated with gaseous effluents during construction are considered small.
19.4.22.2.2

Impacts of Operation

Quantities of gaseous effluent released from the facility during operations would be below regulatory
limits, and these quantities are not anticipated to result in visibility impacts. As such, the visibility
impacts associated with gaseous effluents during operation are considered small.
19.4.2.2.2.3

Impacts of Decommissioning

Following the cessation of operations, the facility would be decommissioned. Decommissioning
activities are similar to construction activities and involve heavy equipment to dismantle buildings and
remove roadway and parking facilities. Visibility impacts from decommissioning are anticipated to be
similar to the visibility impacts associated with construction and, as such, are considered small.

19.4.2.2.3 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
GHGs trap heat in the atmosphere, absorbing and emitting radiation in the thermal infrared range. The
most important of these gases are C0 2, methane, nitrous oxide, and fluorinated gases. GHGs are reported
as CO 2 equivalent (CO 2e) and refer to the global warming potential of the GHG or gases being emitted.
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Activities associated with the proposed RPF site that are expected to contribute to GHGs (summarized in
Table 19-64) include:
"

Construction activities at the
site principally result in
emissions of CO 2 ; GHG

emissions associated with
construction activities include
those from the commuting
construction workforce and
operation of construction
equipment at the site
"

Plant operation activities
associated with the operation
of plant equipment and the
operations workforce

The increase in total GHGs in the form

Table 19-64. Expected Green House Gas Emissions from
Radioisotope Production Facility Project
co

Construction phase onsite

44,000

97,000

23.000.000

51.000.000

oonmioion
Normal plant operations
(ner vear)

Source: EDII-3124-UUII, 2U14, (.reenhouse (ias Lmzssions,

Rev. 0, Portage, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, June 26, 2014.
of CO 2 from on-road and off-road
sources, and the annual CO 2 expected from normal operations are summarized in Table 19-64
(EDF-3124-001 1, Greenhouse Gas Emissions).

NWMI will develop a comprehensive program to avoid and control GHG emissions associated with the
RPF. This program is expected to include elements such as:
0
0
0
0
0

Developing a GHG emission inventory
Investigating and implementing methods for avoiding or controlling identified GHG emissions
Encouraging carpooling or other measures to minimize GHG emissions due to vehicle traffic
Conducting periodic audits of GHG control procedures
Implementing corrective actions when necessary

19.4.2.2.4 Mitigations
Emission-specific strategies and measures would be developed and implemented to ensure compliance
within the applicable regulatory limits defined by the National Primary and Secondary Ambient Air
Quality Standards (40 CFR 50) and NESHAP (40 CFR 61). Contractors, vendors, and subcontractors
would be required to adhere to appropriate Federal and State occupational health and safety regulations.
These regulations set limits to protect workers from adverse conditions, including air emissions.
Implementation of controls and limits at the source of emissions on a construction site result in reduced
impacts offsite.
19.4.2.2.5 Meteorology
Meteorological measurements would be available for use in responding to accidental radiological releases,
other emergencies, and any other routine purposes that require access to meteorological information during
the licensing period. That meteorological information would be obtained for local government weather
monitoring stations that observe wind and other surface meteorological parameters on an hourly basis.
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When needed during an emergency, real-time hourly surface meteorological measurements of wind
direction, wind speed, air temperature, and weather type would be accessed by NWMI through
Government data sources. Access would be attempted during the emergency in the following sequence,
until reliable data is obtained, as follows:
1. Internet access to hourly surface weather observations recorded at station 231791, Columbia
Regional Airport (w I .weather.gov/data/obhistory/KCOU.html).
2. Telephone access to an automated voice recording at (573) 499-1400 of the most recent hourly
surface observations recorded at the Columbia Regional Airport.
3. If weather observations are not available from the station at the Columbia Regional Airport,
weather information from another station with hourly meteorological data in the site climate
region would be used. The following Missouri stations would be used as listed in order of
increasing distance from Columbia:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Jefferson City Memorial Airport: w I.weather.gov/data/obhistory/KJEF.html
Kansas City International Airport: wl.weather.gov/data/obhistory/KMCI.html
Sedalia Memorial Airport: w i.weather.gov/data/obhistory/KDMO.html
Spirit of St. Louis Airport: wl.weather.gov/data/obhistory/KSUS.html

During normal operations, data would be obtained by internet access to hourly surface weather observations
recorded at the Columbia Regional Airport at w 1.weather.gov/data/obhistory/KCOU.html.
19.4.2.3

Noise

This section provides an assessment of the noise impacts associated with RPF construction, operation,
and decommissioning.
19.4.2.3.1 Impacts of Construction
Site preparation, grading, and facility construction activities would require the use of heavy equipment
such as graders, bulldozers, and concrete trucks. Noise generated from these types of equipment ranges
from 75 to 89 dBA at approximately 15 m (50 ft) (FHWA, 2006). Most construction activities would
occur during weekday, daylight hours (8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Monday-Friday); however, construction may
continue during nights and weekends when necessary to maintain the construction schedule. A special
permit is required per Section 16-265 of the Columbia Code of Ordinances (City of Columbia, 2013b), if
construction activities are conducted outside of the normal weekday, daylight hours.
Onsite noise level exposure would be controlled through appropriate training, PPE, periodic health and
safety monitoring, and industry best practices. Practices such as maintenance of noise-limiting devices on
vehicles and equipment, controlling access to high-noise areas, controlling duration of emissions, and/or
shielding high noise sources near their origin limit the adverse effects of noise on workers. Nonroutine
activities with potential adverse impacts on noise levels are limited and use best industry practices that
further limit adverse effects.
The closest receptor is located 152 m (500 ft) from the proposed RPF, as shown in Figure 19-41.
Increased noise levels resulting from construction activities would be short-term, lasting the duration of
construction of the facility, and would not result in long-term impacts to ambient noise levels. In
addition, the natural attenuation of the noise over distance would reduce the effect of construction noise.
The impact of noise from construction of the new site on nearby residences, churches, and recreational
areas is small.
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Traffic associated with the construction workforce commuting to and from the facility site also generates
noise. As previously discussed, the baseline noise conditions for traffic include airports, railways, and
highways. The increase in noise relative to baseline conditions is most noticeable during periods of highactivity onsite and during shift changes in the morning and late afternoon. In addition, potential indirect
impacts may be anticipated to off-site areas associated with the roadway network and adjacent lands
beyond the site boundary. Noise-related impacts may result from an increased traffic volume and
resultant increases in traffic-generated noise. The potential noise impact to nearby receptors due to
construction-related traffic is small.
19.4.2.3.2 Impacts of Operation
Long-term noise sources resulting from operation of the proposed RPF would include process equipment,
ventilation, heating and cooling systems, and increased traffic. These noise sources are similar to existing
noise sources near the proposed facility location. Ambient background noise sources in the area currently
include vehicular traffic along highways and commercial building heating, cooling, electrical, and
ventilation systems. In addition, intermediate operation of agricultural equipment is present in the area.
Process equipment would be housed inside the facility, such that the noise contribution to the
environment would be minimal. The major source of process noise from the facility is anticipated to be
the HVAC systems associated with process and routine operations. Many of these systems are already
present at other facilities within the immediate area (e.g., ABC Laboratories, RADIL). Impacts from
operation of the systems associated with the RPF are not anticipated to increase the baseline noise levels for
any process activity at the RPF. Therefore, potential noise impacts to the community from process noise,
including HVAC systems, at the RPF are small.
Commercial vehicle traffic would include regular shipments of laboratory supplies, waste, irradiated
targets, newly fabricated targets, and 99Mo product. Shipments would occur at regular intervals. Supply
shipments would be expected to be weekly or bi-weekly. Transport shipments of irradiated targets are
expected to occur two times per week. Transport of the 99Mo product is also expected to occur two times
per week. Occupational vehicle traffic would include the daily commute of on-site workers, resident
workers, residents, and students. In many cases, this occupational traffic is not expected to significantly
impact existing traffic patterns. Noise generated from occupational traffic is expected to occur during
normal weekday, daylight operational hours (8:00-5:00, Monday-Friday).
To meet schedule demands, the transport of product, targets, and waste could occur during times other
than normal operational hours. Noise from truck transports would include engine noise, air brake noise,
backup warning beepers, tire noise, and air horn.
Potential indirect impacts to off-site areas are associated with the roadway network and adjacent lands
beyond the site boundary. Noise-related impacts may result from an increased traffic volume and
resultant increases in traffic-generated noise as discussed in this section. Noise levels during operations
in these off-site areas would not be notable, as these areas are currently located within a roadway network
(e.g., highway, agriculture) that is characterized by traffic volumes that exhibit traffic/vehicle noise. The
intermittent increase in traffic volume associated with normal work conditions, intermediate deliveries,
and the natural noise attenuation over distance results in noise levels to receptors at baseline levels.
Therefore, noise impacts resulting from normal operations are small.
19.4.2.3.3 Impacts of Decommissioning
Decommissioning is the removal of a nuclear facility from service and reduction of residual radioactivity
to a level that permits release of the property for unrestricted use and termination of the license. During
the decommissioning phase activities, equipment usage and the noise associated with their operation are
expected to be similar or less than that of the construction phase. As such, noise impacts during the
decommissioning phase of the RPF are considered small.
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19.4.3 Geologic Environment

This section provides a description of the impacts to geology and soils that can be expected from the
proposed RPF construction, operation, and decommissioning. A complete description of the geology and
soils at the proposed site is provided in Section 19.3.3. Brief descriptions of the geology and soils
provide context for the impacts discussion.
19.4.3.1

Soils and Bedrock

The proposed RPF would be located on flat terrain, requiring some cut and fill to bring the ground surface
to the final grade. The excavation of a detention basin would also produce fill material. The maximum
depth of excavation is anticipated to be 4.7 m (15.5 ft). About 6,881 m 3 (9,000 cubic yards [yd 3]) is
estimated to be excavated for the building footprint (EDF-3124-0001, Estimate of Excavationfor the
NWMI RadioisotopeProduction Facility). The material excavated would be soil; no blasting is
anticipated. The volume of material resulting from excavation of the site would be used as fill for the
lower areas of the site, with no additional fill required. No contaminated soils are expected to be
encountered during construction.
Minimal excess excavated material is anticipated. Any excess would be stockpiled by Discovery Ridge
for any future construction and landscaping activities within the park area. Because of the agricultural
history of the site, the resulting terrain change for the site from gently sloping to flat topography as a
result of construction of the facility is expected to cause a small environmental impact to the site geology
or soils.
Lot 15 is underlain by competent limestone bedrock that would not be expected to subside due to
construction of buildings and related infrastructure. The possible exception to this generalization is the
potential for the occurrence of sink holes. The subsurface could be subject to collapse due to increased
loads resulting from facility construction. However, there was no evidence of subsidence or sinkholes
within the Discovery Ridge project area during geotechnical investigation (Terracon, 2011 a). Based on
these observations, the likelihood of subsurface sinkholes within the facility footprint is expected to be
small but should be considered during detailed subsurface investigations associated with facility
construction.

19.4.3.1.1 Impacts of Construction
Short-term increases in soil erosion and dust generation in the areas within and adjacent to the proposed
RPF footprint and roads may occur during construction due to earth-moving activities, clearing of
vegetation, and compaction of soils. However, dust production and erosional impacts due to site clearing
and grading would be mitigated by using construction and erosion control BMPs. Disturbed soils would
be stabilized as part of construction work. Earthen berms, dikes, and sediment fences would be used as
necessary during all phases of construction to limit runoff. These measures would prevent the local
surface drainages from being affected substantially by construction activities. Much of the excavated
areas would be covered by structures or paved, limiting the creation of new dust sources. At a minimum
(when needed), twice-daily watering would be used to control potentially fugitive construction dust in
addition to other fugitive dust prevention and control BMPs, as discussed in Section 19.4.2.2.4. Because
site preparation and construction result in only short-term effects to the geology and soils, the impacts
would be small.

19.4.3.1.2 Impacts of Operation
The proposed RPF operation phase would not involve additional disruption of the local soil or bedrock
and, therefore, is expected to have no impact on the site geology beyond that caused by excavation
activities during construction. Thus, the impact to geology and soils due to operation would be small.
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During operation of the proposed facility, BMPs would also be used to manage stormwater runoff from
paved and compacted surfaces to drainage ditches and basins. Process wastewater would be contained
within enclosed systems, treated, and evaporated. Process waste water would not be disposed to the
subsurface bedrock or local soils. These various measures would minimize impacts to geology and soils
from the proposed facility. As such, the impacts associated with RPF operation are small.
19.4.3.1.3 Impacts of Decommissioning
Following the cessation of operations, the facility would be decommissioned. Decommissioning
activities, however, are similar to construction activities and involve heavy equipment to dismantle
buildings and remove roadway and parking facilities. Direct and indirect impacts from decommissioning
are anticipated to be similar to the impacts associated with construction and are considered small.
19.4.3.2

Large-Scale Geologic Hazards

Large-scale hazards include earthquakes, volcanic activity, landslides, subsidence, and erosional
processes. As noted in Section 19.3.3, the USGS projected hazards for Boone County if an earthquake
occurs along the NMSZ in the 50 years after 2002 include (USGS, 2003):
*
*

25-40 percent chance of a magnitude 6.0 and greater earthquake
7-10 percent chance of a magnitude 7.5-8.0 earthquake

According to the USGS, Boone County is one of the 47 counties in Missouri that would be severely
impacted by a 7.6 magnitude earthquake with an epicenter on or near the NMSZ (USGS, 2003).
According to the Boone Count, HazardMitigationPlan for 2010 (MMRPC, 2010), the Missouri State
Emergency Management Agency has made projections of the highest earthquake intensities that would be
experienced throughout Missouri if various magnitude earthquakes occur along the NMSZ
(Figure 19-33), as measured by the MMI scale.
Geologic features that are associated with landslide, subsidence, and errosional processes are discussed in
Section 19.3.3. The occurrence of landslides is low because the topography of the site is relatively level.
Previous investigations at the site (Terracon, 201 lb) did not identify any evidence of shallow bedrock,
karst features, and/or extensive previous deposits of water-bearing sand associated with sinkholes. The
investigation did not find any evidence of subsidence or sinkholes.
19.4.4
19.4.4.1

Water Resources
Surface Water

Water resources at the proposed RPF site are discussed in Section 19.3.4. The nearest water body is created by
the MU RI Dam, located approximately 152 m (500 ft) northwest of the site. This dam is not on a regulated
water body. The second nearest water body is a farm pond approximately 305 m (1,000 ft) to the northeast
of the site. Gans Creek, which is located approximately 0.8 km (0.5 mi) south of the site, drains the site
and Discovery Ridge. Perry Phillips Lake is located approximately 1.2 km (0.75 mi) west of the RPF site.
19.4.4.1.1 Impacts of Construction
Federal, State, and local regulations and permit procedures provide minimum requirements for
stormwater management during construction activities to prohibit adverse impacts on surface water or
stormwater. Some dewatering due to groundwater and precipitation may be required during construction
at the deepest excavation. Any water would be collected in a detention/retention pond. Disturbed soils
would be stabilized as part of construction work. Earthen berms, dikes, and sediment fences would be
used as necessary during all phases of construction to limit runoff. These measures would prevent the
local surface drainages from being affected substantially by construction activities. Impacts associated
with construction of the proposed RPF on the surface water are small.
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19.4.4.1.2 Impacts of Operation
As described in Section 19.2.4, all water used at the proposed RPF would be obtained from the
Consolidated Public Water Supply District #1 water supply system, and all sanitary wastewater would be
discharged directly to the Columbia sanitary sewer system. The facility would be designed to have zero
liquid discharge from the radiologically controlled area, and there would be no use or release water from
the facility to the adjacent environment that would affect surface water. As such, direct and indirect
impacts to surface water from RPF operations are small.

19.4.4.1.3 Impacts of Decommissioning
Following the cessation of operations, the proposed RPF would be decommissioned. Decommissioning
activities, however, are similar to construction activities and involve heavy equipment to dismantle
buildings and remove roadway and parking facilities. Direct and indirect impacts from decommissioning
are anticipated to be similar to the impacts associated with construction and, as such, are considered
small.

19.4.4.2

Groundwater

The groundwater aquifer beneath the proposed RPF site is the Mississippian aquifer (also referred to as
the Kimmswick-Potosi aquifer). The Mississippian aquifer is the principal aquifer supplying groundwater
to Boone County. In accordance with drillers' reports generated from 1987 to 2005, the estimated static
water level in the area near the proposed site was approximately 198 m (650 fi) below ground surface.
During previous investigations at Discovery Ridge, groundwater was observed at depths ranging from
approximately 3.7-5.6 m (12-18.5 ft) below ground surface.

19.4.4.2.1 Impacts of Construction
Some dewatering due to groundwater may be required during construction at the deepest excavation. No
alterations to groundwater systems are expected during facility construction. Runoff controls would be in
place during construction as part of the BMPs to prevent uncontrolled releases of water. The potential for
water or other liquids from spills or leaks to cause significant migration of contaminants downward to the
groundwater system is considered unlikely. No groundwater withdrawals or returns are required during
construction. As such, direct and indirect impacts of construction of the proposed RPF on groundwater
are small.

19.4.4.2.2 Impacts of Operation
The RPF would obtain its water supply from the Columbia municipal water system. Operations would
not require any groundwater. Consequently, direct and indirect impacts on groundwater during
operations are small.

19.4.4.2.3 Impacts of Decommissioning
Following the cessation of operations, the facility would be decommissioned. Decommissioning
activities are similar to construction activities and involve heavy equipment to dismantle buildings and
remove roadway and parking facilities. Direct and indirect impacts from decommissioning are
anticipated to be similar to the impacts associated with construction and, as such, are considered small.
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19.4.4.3

Monitoring

The proposed RPF is eligible for a Missouri General Operating Permit MO-RlOAOOO. The permit does
not include any stormwater monitoring requirements. Because of the absence of direct impacts to surface
water and groundwater, the low potential for indirect impacts, and the use of management measures and
controls to prevent releases to surface water or groundwater, no surface water or nonradiological
groundwater monitoring activities are planned for the site.

19.4.5 Ecological Resources
This section assesses the impacts of construction, operation, and decommissioning on ecological
resources, as described in Section 19.3.5, for the proposed RPF site and analysis area. Impacts include
effects from activities associated with construction, operation, and decommissioning, including
excavation, grading, placement of fill material, temporary staging and construction laydown, construction
of permanent features (or deconstruction in decommissioning), and potential operational disturbances.

19.4.5.1

Impacts of Construction

As discussed in Section 19.3.5.3, the proposed site and the ROI are mostly urban development or used for
agriculture or pasture. The proposed RPF site is located in an area that has been used historically for
cropland and pasture. There are no designated critical habitats for Federal- or State-listed species within
the ROI (Section 19.3.5.9). Furthermore, Federal- or State-listed species are not likely to occur near the
proposed site because of the lack of available resources. There are no aquatic environments located on
the proposed site. Flora within the proposed site consists of common grasses and forbs typically found in
cropland and pasture. Potential fauna within the proposed site would mostly consist of transient species
because of the lack of available resources.
Direct and indirect impacts from construction of the facility would potentially consist of temporary
displacement of fauna species from the area, bird collisions with construction equipment, and stormwater
runoff. Construction noise would most likely cause temporary displacement of fauna species and would
primarily occur during construction hours. After construction hours, elevated noise levels would cease
and displaced fauna species would potentially return to the area.
Bird collisions with the proposed facility are unlikely because of the low profile of the building and the
low occurrence of bird strikes with buildings. Based on the findings of NUREG-1437, Generic
EnvironmentalImpact Statementfor License Renewal of Nuclear Plants, bird collisions with buildings
occur at very low frequencies. Bird strikes with construction equipment (e.g., cranes) are rare, but are
most likely to occur during nighttime construction due to the use of artificial lights. To mitigate any
potential strikes, BMPs for artificial lights are used (e.g., artificial lights are directed toward construction
activities and shielded). Potential impacts from stormwater runoff are limited because there are no
aquatic environments located on the site. Potential impacts to aquatic environments offsite would be
mitigated because of the stormwater retention systems already in place and the use of BMPs in
accordance with the site-specific construction SWPPP, which prevents runoff and subsequent siltation
from reaching any of the surrounding streams.
Potential impacts to ecological resources, either permanent or temporary, from construction of the facility
are considered small due to:
*
*
*

Historical and current use of the proposed site, which limits available resources for fauna species
Commonality and distribution of the current flora located on the site
Lack of an aquatic environment on the site

Mitigations for bird collisions and stormwater runoff would limit any potential impact.
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Impacts of Operation

Direct and indirect impacts from operation of the proposed RPF would potentially consist of the exposure
of flora and fauna to herbicides used for vegetation management, bird collisions with the facility, and
stormwater runoff. Potential impacts from herbicides used for vegetation management would be
mitigated with BMP requirements that would limit their use and contain the broad application throughout
the site. Bird collisions with the proposed facility are unlikely because of the low profile of the building,
available windows on the building, and the low occurrence of bird strikes with buildings. Based on the
findings of NUREG-1437, bird collisions with buildings occur at very low frequencies. Potential impacts
from stormwater runoff would be limited because there are no aquatic environments located on the site.
Potential impacts to aquatic environments offsite would be mitigated because of stormwater retention
systems on the site.
Potential impacts, either permanent or temporary, from operation of the RPF are considered small because
of the historical and current use of the proposed site, which limits the available resources for fauna
species, the commonality and distribution of the current flora located on the site, the ability for fauna
species to habituate to their surroundings, and the lack of an aquatic environment on the site. Mitigations
for bird collisions and stormwater runoff would limit any potential impact.
19.4.5.3

Impacts of Decommissioning

Potential direct and indirect impacts to ecological resources from decommissioning of the proposed RPF
would be similar to those from construction. As such, potential impacts to ecological resources, either
permanent or temporary, from decommissioning of the facility are considered small because of the
historical and current use of the proposed site, which limits the available resources for fauna species, the
commonality and distribution of the current flora located on the site, and the lack of an aquatic
environment on the site. Mitigations for bird collisions and stormwater runoff would limit respective
potential impacts.
19.4.5.4

Monitoring

As described in Section 19.3.5, the proposed RPF site has been used for agriculture for the past several
decades and is routinely disturbed by the discing, plowing, herbicide application, and harvesting activities
associated with row crop production. Ecological resources at the site are limited by the lack of surface
water and the historical agricultural practices on the site. Because the baseline conditions consist of
agricultural land lacking native terrestrial or aquatic habitat, post-construction ecological monitoring and
maintenance plans are not deemed necessary.
19.4.6

Historical and Cultural Resources

As described in Section 19.3.6.3, no on-site historic properties are associated with the proposed RPF
project area. No archaeological sites or evidence of cultural resources were identified within the survey
area. The Missouri SHPO has reviewed the findings of the Phase I archaeological survey and indicated
that no further consultation with the SHPO regarding the proposed RPF is required (DNR, 2013).
As discussed in Section 19.3.6.8, NWMI initiated consultation with six Federally recognized tribes
regarding the proposed development. No responses have been received. The nearest listed NRHP
property is the Maplewood House located approximately 1.6 km (1 mi) to the northwest of the proposed
RPF site. No direct impacts would occur to this property from construction, operational, or
decommissioning activities. Therefore, potential impacts to historic and archaeological resources are
small. However, if potential cultural or historical resources are identified during construction, the SHPO
will be immediately notified.
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Socioeconomics

This section assesses the impacts of construction, operation, and decommissioning of the proposed RPF
on the socioeconomic environment, including transportation system impacts. The evaluation of potential
socioeconomic impacts addresses potential changes in the regional population, economy, housing
availability, and public services. The evaluation of transportation system impacts addresses routes and
modes that would be involved with transporting materials, workers, and equipment to the proposed RPF
site.
Operation of the RPF from 2017 through 2047 would lead to a permanent increase in employment,
income, and population in the area. Facility employment during operation would include up to
98 workers. If all 98 operational workers traveled or moved to Boone County from outside the area, this
would only represent a 0.11 percent increase in the total employed labor force of 92,742 (USDOL, 2014)
in Boone County. A significant number of the operational jobs are likely to be filled by local residents.
Some of the in-migrating construction workers would likely stay to become part of the operational
workforce of the RPF.
The annual RPF operating payroll is estimated to be approximately $8.122 million for a workforce of 98,
or an average of $82,878 per worker per year (in constant 2013 dollars). This average salary is
approximately 176 percent more than the 2010 Boone County $47,123 median household income (USCB,
201 Ob).
19.4.7.1

Population

The Boone County population is 162,642 (USCB, 201 Oa). Growth projections show that the population
is estimated to increase an average of 20.3 percent over the next 20 years (Table 19-46). Analysis of the
population changes considers impacts that would result from RPF construction, operation, and
decommissioning.
19.4. 7.1.1 Impacts of Construction
As shown in Table 19-65, for major labor categories, a large construction trade workforce is available in
Boone County. A large number of workers are not anticipated to relocate to Boone County to support
construction. The labor force within the ROI for the construction trades is demonstrated to be abundant
relative to construction workforce requirements. Approximately 80 percent (66) of the required
construction workforce for these trades are estimated to come from within the ROI. The remaining 16 (of
total 82 needed) are anticipated to temporarily relocate to the ROI. Using the ROI average of 2.4 persons
per household, the total population increase in the various communities within the ROI due to the
construction workforce requirements would be 38 people. This estimated population increase constitutes
0.02 percent of the 2013 population of the ROI. Therefore, the impact of construction of the RPF on
population is small.
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Table 19-65.
Occupato

Workforce Required for Construction
V Coumi

Are

Prdcto

Failt

(deicint

Carpenters

750

5

745

Electricians

170

8

162

Construction equipment operators

370

12

358

Sheetmetal workers

50

6

44

a BLS, 2012, "May 2012 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational Employment and Wage

Estimates," www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, D.C., accessed
September 2013.
19.4.7.1.2 Impacts of Operation
Table 19-66 shows that the 89 (non-management) permanent operations workers needed are available in
the ROI. About 40 percent (36) of the operations workers and their families are assumed to relocate to
reside in the ROI. Using the ROI average of 2.4 persons per household, the total population increase in
the various communities within the ROI due to operational workforce requirements is 86 people. This
estimated population increase constitutes 0.05 percent of the projected 2015 population of the ROI.
Therefore, the impact of operating the RPF on population is small.
Table 19-66. Workforce Required for Operations

bTechnical support

1,140

30

1,110

Production worker support
280
16
264
8 BLS, 2012, "May 2012 Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Area Occupational Employment and Wage
Estimates," www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrcma.htm, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, D.C., accessed
September 2013.
b Includes all architecture and engineering occupations.
19.4.7.1.3

Impacts of Decommissioning

An estimated 81 workers would be required for decommissioning. The workers needed are assumed to be
similar to workers employed during construction, with the addition of approximately 15 radiation
technologists. About 60 percent (49) of the 81 workers are assumed to come from the ROI, and the
remainder of the workers (32) and their families would relocate to Boone County during the
decommissioning period. Based on the ROI average of 2.4 persons per household, the ROI population
would increase by 77 due to the decommissioning workforce. This estimated population increase
constitutes 0.03 percent of the projected population of the various communities within the ROI at the end
of the 30-year license period. Therefore, the impact of decommissioning the RPF on population is small.
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Housing

Section 19.3.7.1.5 provides a summary of the 2010 Census data concerning availability of housing in the
ROI. This data is used as a basis for estimating the number of housing units that may be available to
accommodate housing demands resulting from construction, operation, and decommissioning of the RPF.
In 2010, there were 69,551 housing units, of which 64,077 are occupied and 5,474 are not occupied
within the county.

19.4.7.2.1 Impacts of Construction
As discussed in Section 19.4.7.1.1, a total of 16 workers would be anticipated to move into the area
during the construction period, requiring an equal number of housing units. The available number of
housing units is 5,474. Potential impacts on housing are small due to the large number of available
vacant housing units in the ROI and the relatively small requirements for construction.

19.4.7.2.2 Impacts of Operation
As discussed in Section 19.4.7.1.2, a total of 36 workers would be anticipated to move into the area
during operation of the NWMI facility and would require an equal number of housing units. The
available number of housing units is 5,474. Potential impacts on housing are small due to the large
number of available vacant housing units in the ROI and the relatively small requirements for operations.

19.4.7.2.3 Impacts of Decommissioning
As discussed in Section 19.4.7.1.3, a total of 32 workers are anticipated to move into the area during
decommissioning of the NWMI facility and would require an equal number of housing units. The
available number of housing units is 5,474. The percentage of available housing units is anticipated to
remain constant over the life of the RPF license. Potential impacts on housing are small due to the large
number of available vacant housing units in the ROI and the relatively small requirements for
decommissioning.
19.4.7.3

Public Services

Public services impacts as a result of construction, operation, and decommissioning of the proposed RPF
include the requirements for water, sanitary sewer, and power.
Water - Water at the facility site would be used for dust control and compaction, and to support the
needs of the construction workforce. During construction and operations, Consolidated Public Water
Supply District #1 would provide water to the site. Construction needs are estimated to not exceed an
average of 7,571 L/day (2,000 gal/day).
The average per capita water usage in the U.S. is 340.7 L/day (90 gal/day) per person, including personal
use, bathing, laundry, and other household uses (USGS, 2013d). Assuming half of that level of usage is
onsite, the 92 workers would use 15,672 L/day (4,140 gal/day). Including construction needs, this
amounts to a total water usage of 23,242 L/day (6,140 gal/day).
As noted in Section 19.3.7.1.9.2, the Consolidated Public Water Supply District #1 presently supplies
5.49 ML/day (1.45 Mgal/day). Construction requirements of the RPF are small compared to the available
water supply, and operations requirements are similarly small. As noted in Section 19.2.4, the RPF would
require 4,885 L/day (1,286 gal/day) during operations. This is a small impact compared to the total water
available. Decommissioning requirements are anticipated to be similar to construction.
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Sanitary Sewer - The facility would be connected to the Columbia sanitary sewer system. Sanitary
sewer service is provided to the lot line for each of the Discovery Ridge tenants and has been sized to
support the industrial park with tenants similar to the RPF. The sanitary sewer requirements for
construction and operation of the facility would not exceed those presently provided for the research park.
Power - The RPF is estimated to require approximately 1,150 kilowatts (kW) of power during operation,
or approximately 10 megawatt (MW) hours annually. This is a small impact compared to the total power
(1,188,483 MW hours) distributed by Columbia in 2013 (City of Columbia, 2014).
19.4.7.4

Public Education

Schools and student populations are discussed in Section 19.3.7.2. The criteria used to determine impacts
to public education as a result of construction, operation, and decommissioning of the RPF are based on
projected changes in both student enrollment and the number of teaching staff and classrooms.
19.4.7.4.1 Impacts of Construction
Columbia Public Schools has a student enrollment of 17,722. Construction of the RPF is estimated to
result in an increased population of 38. Based on the U.S. Census data (USCB, 2010a), 14.9 percent of
the population in Boone County is school age (5 to 18 years). The estimated impact to the school system
would be six new students during the construction phase, an increase of 0.03 percent. Columbia Public
Schools are presently planning for an annual increase of 2 percent (CPS, 2006). Impacts from the RPF
construction on public schools are a small fraction of the presently planned increase and, as such, are
small.
19.4.7.4.2 Impacts of Operation
Operation of the proposed RPF is estimated to result in an increased population of 86. Based on the
U.S. Census data (USCB, 2010a), 14.9 percent of the population in Boone County is school age (5 to
18 years). The estimated impact to the school system would be 13 new students during the operation
phase, an increase of 0.07 percent. Columbia Public Schools are presently planning for an annual
increase of 2 percent (CPS, 2006). The impacts from operations on public schools are a small fraction of
the presently planned increase and, as such, are small.
19.4.7.4.3 Impacts of Decommissioning
Following the cessation of proposed RPF operations, the facility would be decommissioned.
Decommissioning activities are considered similar to those of construction, with an estimated increase of
32 workers into the ROI. Direct and indirect impacts from decommissioning are anticipated to be similar
to the impacts associated with construction and, as such, are small.
19.4.7.5

Tax Revenues

Tax revenues associated with proposed RPF construction, operation, and decommissioning would include
payroll taxes on wages and salaries of the construction and operations workforces; sales and use taxes on
purchases made by NWMI and construction, operations, and decommissioning personnel; and property
taxes on owned real property and improvements. Increased tax collections would benefit Missouri,
Boone County, city of Columbia, and Columbia Public Schools.
Workforce payroll taxes (Federal and State) would be generated by construction, operations, and
decommissioning activities and purchases, and the taxes generated by workforce expenditures. State tax
payments would be distributed throughout the ROI and extend beyond the ROI, based on the expectation
that some construction, operations, and decommissioning employees would reside outside of Boone
County. Table 19-67 provides an estimate of the annual tax payments (EDF-3124-0007, Tax Revenue
from the Construction,Operation, and Decommissioningof the Northwest Medical Isotope Facility).
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Table 19-67. Estimated Annual Tax Payments
Year

Ince

t•P

tax

1txTa

2015

$200,709

$485,574

$217,017

$903,300

2017

$465,296

$1,213,936

$832,053

$2,51 1,285

2019
2021

$4465,296

$465,296

$1,213,936

$832,053

$2,511,285

2023

$465,296

$1,213,936

$832,053

$2,511,285

2025

$465,296

$1,213,936

$832,053

$2,511,285

2027

$465,296

$1,213,936

$832,053

$2,511,285

2029

$465,296

$1,213,936

$832,053

$2,511,285

$465,296

$1,213,936
$1,213.936

$832,053
$832,053

$2,511,285
$2,511,285

2037
203

$465,296
$465,296:-

$1,213,936
$1,213,936

$832,053
$8 u3203$,128

$2,511,285

2039
2045,296

$465,296

$1,213,936
$1113,936'

$832,053

$2,511,285

2035

$465,296

$1,213,936

$832,053

$2,511,285

2045

$465,296

$1,213,936

$832,053

$2,51 1,285

Total

$14,95,78

$371,213,9306

$82,29 3

$7,5133,99

2Nte
Mi,29

$1,2 13,936 oa2a5

$832c053

2045$45,9

$1,213,936

$832,053

$251,285

$824r79593

$2,5133,991

2031

203$465,296

Impacts
2(tal

,

$1o213,936
r2e
S14I05o71

$123,930830

$832a053

1N1285
,11,285

Source: EDF-3124-0007, 2014, Tax Revenue From the Construction, Operation,and Decommissioning of the
Northwest MedicalIsotope Facility,Rev. 1, Portage, Inc., Idaho Falls, Idaho, November 1, 2014.

19.4.7.6

Transportation

Impacts on the local transportation infrastructure as a result of proposed RPF construction, operations,

and decommissioning are measured against the existing traffic conditions and the assumption that no new
infrastructure would be developed. Materials for construction, operations, and decommissioning would
be transported to and from the facility using the existing roadway networks.
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Impacts of Construction

The majority of traffic related to the construction phase would travel to and from the site on
U.S. Highway 63. Peak construction traffic volume is estimated to be 30 heavy vehicles (dump truck and
deliveries) and 82 vehicles (pickup trucks and cars) traveling to and from the site daily in 2015. Except
during the peak construction period, the worksite traffic volume is expected to be less and represents an
estimated 0.5 percent increase over the existing traffic levels. As such, the impact on transportation due
to construction is considered small.
19.4.7.6.2

Impacts of Operation

Traffic volume during facility operation is estimated to be one heavy vehicle and 98 vehicles (pickup
trucks and cars) traveling to and from the site daily during operations. This estimate does not take into
account potential carpooling and alternative transportation that some employees may use. The majority
of this traffic would likely travel to the worksite on U.S. Highway 63 and represents an estimated
0.5 percent increase over the existing traffic levels. As such, the impact on transportation due to
operations is considered small.
19.4.7.6.3

Impacts of Decommissioning

Following cessation of operations, the facility would be decommissioned. Decommissioning activities
are considered similar to those of construction, with an estimated 30 heavy vehicles (waste trucks) and
81 vehicles (pickup trucks and cars) traveling to and from the site daily. This estimate represents a
0.5 percent increase over the existing traffic levels. As such, the impact on transportation due to
decommissioning is considered small.
19.4.8 Human Health
This section describes public and occupational health impacts from both nonradiological and radiological
sources. Regulations for generating, managing, handling, storing, treating, protecting, and disposing of
hazardous materials during construction, operation, and decommissioning are contained in Federal
regulations. These regulations include compliance with provisions of the Clean Air Act, CWA, Atomic
Energy Act, and RCRA, among others.
19.4.8.1

Nonradiological Impacts

The following sections discuss the potential nonradiological public and occupational hazards and impacts
for proposed RPF construction, operation, and decommissioning. Nonradiological hazards/impacts are
associated with emissions, discharges, and waste from processes within the facility and with accidental
spills/releases. Nonradioactive/hazardous materials encountered during construction, operation, and
decommissioning of the facility include chemicals, wastes (solid and liquid), discharges, and air
emissions. These materials would be managed in accordance with applicable Federal, State, and local
laws and regulations, and applicable permit requirements.
19.4.8.1.1 NonradiologicalImpacts During Construction
Construction of the proposed RPF would include potential hazards to workers typical of any construction
site. Slips, trips and falls, heavy lifting, moving machinery, excessive noise, sharp objects, environmental
hazards, and other safety hazards would be encountered by workers while on the RPF site. Proper
procedures, BMPs, and access control would be employed to promote worker safety and reduce the
likelihood of worker injury during construction.
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Chemicals, hazardous liquids, and gases may also be encountered during construction. Compressed
gases, oxidizers, flammable liquids, and gases are expected to be onsite during construction activities.
Access controls, proper PPE and other typical construction practices would be used to ensure safe work
conditions and reduce the likelihood of an accident or exposure to hazardous materials. In addition,
construction equipment and tooling would be used in such a way to ensure compliance with OSHA
requirements. In the event of a spill/accident during construction, the impact to human health and the
environment would be mitigated by following an emergency response plan. The cumulative impacts to
human health during construction are small.
19.4.8.1.2 NonradiologicalImpacts During Operation
Potential nonradiological public and occupational hazards pertaining to operation of the proposed RPF are
associated with emissions, discharges, and waste associated with processes within the facility, and with
accidental spills/releases. Typical occupational hazards associated with work conducted in a process
facility would be expected. These hazards include lighting, noise, repetitive motion, awkward posture,
sharp objects, and slips, trips, and falls.
19.4.8.1.2.1

ChemicalSources

Chemical processes would be conducted throughout the proposed RPF, including inside the hot cell area,
outside the hot cell, and in the laboratory and waste management areas. The anticipated list of chemicals,
locations, and estimated quantities is presented in Table 19-68. The Table 19-68 values are intended to be
bounding for accident analysis. Laboratory chemicals and janitorial supplies are also listed for
completeness. These values may be updated as the process is revised.
19.4.8.1.2.2

NonradiologicalWaste Management and Effluent ControlSystems

Chemicals would be recycled and reused to minimize waste when applicable. Any wastes created by RPF
processes would be handled by waste management processes and procedures, including sorting and
segregating, volume reduction, containerization, and shipping to the appropriate off-site disposal or
recycle facility. Worker exposure to wastes outside of the hot cell could result from accidents/spills
during receiving, movement, routine operations, or disposal. Exposure to chemicals during laboratory
processes can also occur. Waste management processes and procedures help to reduce the probability of
an exposure. If an accident or spill occurs, emergency response plans would mitigate the effects of the
accident or spill. Waste from the accident or spill would be managed according to the facility hazardous
waste management plan.
19.4.8.1.2.3

Liquid Waste Management

Liquid wastes produced at the proposed RPF as a result of routine activities or accidents/spills would be
sampled and treated as necessary. Wastes that do not meet the local municipal wastewater treatment
standards would be containerized and disposed of following proper procedures to ensure worker safety
and compliance with applicable disposal requirements. Floor and sink drains would only be used for
sanitary purposes. Where applicable, containerized liquid waste, sumps, and traps would be sampled and
treated (if possible) before release.
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Table 19-68.

Chemical Inventory for the Radioisotope Production Facility
-~~

Chmia

Nitric acid (HNO 3)

--

----

.oca.i

Quantity

100,000

26,420

Chemical make-up

Liquid

10.4 M
(N .,ito/-

Ammonium hydroxide
tiMUlI nI4

100 L

26.4 gal

Chemical make-up

Liquid

Carbon dioxide

200 kg

441 lb

Chemical make-up

(jas

Nitrogen

1,800 kg

4,000 lb

Chemical make-up

Gas

70,000 L/yr

18,490
gal/yr

Chemical make-up
room

Liquid

1L

0.26 gal

Chemical make-up
room

Liquid

Diethylbenzene

50 kg

110 lb

Chemical make-up
room/laboratory

Liquid

Solvent

200 L

53 gal

Chemical make-up
room/laboratory

Liquid

Urea (Co(NH 2)2)

100 kg

220 lb

chemical make-up
room

Solid

Laboratory

Solids/

Sodium hydroxide
(NaOH)

Sodium hypochlorite
(NaOCI)

General laboratory

15.7 M
K') -to/0

Nominal

suonlies
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Solid Waste Management

Solid wastes are expected to be generated during routine operation of the proposed RPF. This waste is
typical for a production facility, including wood, metal, plastics, wires and piping, office supply waste,
packaging waste, batteries, solidified oil/used solvents, and liquid waste.
These wastes would be containerized and disposed of following proper waste management procedures,
including a recycling and reuse plan and waste reduction practices. All hazardous waste would be handled
in accordance with applicable regulations (e.g., RCRA, Missouri Hazardous Waste Management Law).
19.4.8.1.2.5

Gaseous Wastes

The proposed RPF would generate gaseous effluents resulting from process operations and the ventilation
of operating areas. Gaseous effluent from ventilation of operating areas would include a cascading
pressure zone ventilation control system. This system would draw air from the cleanest areas of the
facility to the most contaminated. Standard offgas treatments would be performed using two-stage HEPA
filtration and activated carbon prior to the release stack(s). Stack sampling and monitoring would occur
to establish compliance with NESHAP requirements and applicable State law. The cascading zones are
described in Section 19.2.3.2.12.
19.4.8.1.2.6

NonradiologicalEffluent Release

Liquid waste effluents meeting municipal treatment standards would be discharged to the municipal
sewer. Liquid wastes that do not meet the municipal treatment standards would be containerized, volume
reduced, neutralized, solidified, and shipped to an appropriate disposal facility.
Nonradioactive solid wastes (e.g., office waste, recyclables) would be collected, temporarily stored, and
disposed of or recycled locally. Scrap metal, universal wastes (i.e., Federally designated universal waste
includes batteries, pesticides, mercury-containing equipment, and bulbs [lamps]), used oil, and antifreeze
would be collected, stored, and recycled or recovered at an off-site permitted recycling or recovery
facility, as appropriate.
All the gaseous effluents from the RPF would be filtered and vented to the atmosphere through one of the
three main stacks. These stacks would be equipped with air monitors/samplers to ensure compliance with
applicable regulations (e.g., NESHAP, Missouri Air Conservation Law). Impacts of gaseous effluents are
discussed in detail in Section 19.4.2.1.
Effluent monitoring and sampling/control systems would be used to detected and mitigate the possible
releases of air emissions outside the facility. Impacts from nonradiological air emissions during normal
operations are discussed in Section 19.4.2.1.2.
Most chemicals would be stored in tanks and piping or in controlled access storage. Bulk chemical
quantities would be limited to a four-week supply. Table 19-68 lists the estimated chemical inventory at
any given time for the RPF. The general public would not be allowed access to the RPF site. As a result,
the public would not have direct contact with chemicals at the RPF. Therefore, potential air emissions
effects to the public are limited to indirect impacts.
Quantitative analyses for nonradiological impacts as a result of credible accident scenarios are discussed
in Chapter 13.
Control systems would be used to mitigate risks and control exposure of the public to nonradiological
constituents during accidents. Spill prevention/mitigation procedures, air emission controls, liquid
effluent sampling, and treatment and monitoring processes, along with emergency response plans, would
be in place as appropriate to ensure that the exposure to the public is in compliance with applicable
regulations. Therefore, cumulative impacts from nonradiological sources to human health are small.
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Physical OccupationalHazards

Exposure characteristics of the workforce for nonradiological hazards would be defined when the
operating strategies are finalized. No indirect impacts (offsite) are identified. General types of
occupational physical hazards that may be present at the proposed RPF include lighting, noise, repetitive
motion, awkward posture, sharp objects, and slips, trips, and falls.
Occupational physical hazards would be addressed and reduced or eliminated through implementation of
administrative controls, safety practices, training, and control measures. In summary, occupational
hazards would be managed and minimized by compliance with OSHA regulations, and, therefore, impacts
from physical occupational hazards are considered small.
19.4.8.1.2.8

NonradiologicalExposure to the Workforce

The majority of process chemicals used is in liquid form and would be contained in tanks and pipes.
Most processes involving chemicals would occur in hot cells, limiting workforce exposure. The proposed
RPF would be designed and practices would be applied to keep air contaminants below the limits in
29 CFR 1910.1000, "Air Contaminants." The occupational hazards would be managed and minimized by
compliance with OSHA regulations. The impacts from chemical occupational hazards are small.
19.4.8.1.3

NonradiologicalImpacts during Decommissioning

Impacts associated with decommissioning activities would be similar to impacts associated with
construction (e.g., heavy equipment, noise, slips, trips, and falls). An additional hazard encountered
during decommissioning may be exposure to a legacy chemical, caused by an unknown spill or leak. In
such instances, these hazards would be addressed using work control practices to minimize impacts. The
cumulative impacts to human health during decommissioning are small.
19.4.8.1.4 NonradiologicalEnvironmentalMonitoringProgram
Applicable regulations and attending administrative codes that prescribe monitoring requirements may
include those associated with emergency management, environmental health, drinking water, water and
sewage, pollution discharge, air pollution, hazardous waste management, and remedial action. Sampling
and monitoring programs would be established to ensure that requirements of the Federal CWA, the
Missouri Clean Water Law (i.e., Missouri Revised Statutes, Chapter 640, "Department of Natural
Resources," and Chapter 644, "Water Pollution"), and other local requirements are met.
The RPF would generate gaseous effluents resulting from process operations, the ventilation of operating
areas, and boiler emissions from facility buildings. Sampling/monitoring procedures would be
implemented to ensure that the Federal Clean Air Act and the Missouri Air Conservation Law (Missouri
Revised Statutes Chapter 643, "Air Conservation") requirements are met. Specific monitoring
requirements in support of required local air permits would be determined through the permitting process.
19.4.8.1.5

MitigationMeasures

Mitigation measures, including workplace and environmental regulations, are used to ensure the
protection of human health. NWMI is committed to BMPs during construction, operation, and
decommissioning to minimize pollutant releases to on-site and off-site areas, guarantee delivery of all
facility wastewater to the local municipal wastewater treatment facility, and impose air emission controls,
as appropriate. Required permits would be obtained for effluents and emissions. Waste reduction
practices, including recycling and waste minimization, are also employed.
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Radiological Impacts

The proposed RPF may release small quantities of radionuclides to the environment. Gaseous effluent
activity releases and liquid effluent activity releases would be managed to ensure compliance with
applicable Federal, State, and local requirements.
19.4.8.2.1 Baseline RadiationLevels
Baseline radiation levels onsite and in the vicinity of the proposed RPF site are discussed in
Section 19.4.8. There are no identified abnormal sources of radiation onsite or within the vicinity of the
site that would cause radiation levels to be any higher than the expected natural background radiation
level.
19.4.8.2.2 RadiologicalImpacts During Construction
The majority of the proposed RPF construction activities would not include any sources of radiological
exposure. The impacts to human health from radiological sources during construction are small. Prior to
initiating operation, radiological sources for analysis and LEU would be brought onsite to support initial
startup and component testing. During this period, the potential impacts would be similar to those during
operation and are discussed in the following sections.
19.4.8.2.3
19.4.8.2.3.1

RadiologicalImpacts During Operation
Location of and Types of RadiologicalSources

Radioactive material would be located in the RPF hot cell area, irradiated target receipt and unloading
area, target fabrication area, and waste management areas. The radioactive liquid effluent and radioactive
gas would be contained within process waste management systems and the offgas systems.
19.4.8.2.3.2

Dose Rates

Direct dose to a member of the public at the fence line would be due to gamma radiation penetrating the
walls of the production facility and the waste staging and shipping area. The facility and facility systems
would be designed to ensure that any dose at the fence line would be below applicable limits.
19.4.8.2.3.3

Dose at the Site Boundary

As a result of site shielding design, the direct dose outside of the buildings would be small and decreases
with increasing distance. For this analysis, the site boundary is the facility fence line. The fence line is
located at an appreciable distance from the sources of radiation (production facility hot cell and the waste
staging area). Therefore, the dose would be negligible at the fence line, and the impacts to human health
are small.
The proposed RPF would be designed such that the radiological impacts to any individual would be
below applicable limits. Accident scenarios presented in Chapter 13 detail the initiating event, accident
evolution, and the final consequences. The impacts to human health and the environment as a result of an
accident involving radiological materials would be small.
19.4.8.2.3.4

Annual Dose to the Maximally Exposed Worker

Administrative dose limits are occupational radiation exposure limits that radiation workers at the RPF
would not exceed without prior management approval. Administrative controls would be used to ensure
that workers do not receive dose above the regulatory reference.
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Dose Ratesfrom TransportationActivities

The radiation dose to the public due to the transport of radioactive waste (considered an indirect effect) is
discussed in Section 19.4.10. All shipments made to and from the proposed RPF would be in compliance
with applicable DOT regulations. As such, the dose limit for transport of radioactive material is
200 milliroentgen/hr (mR/hr) on contact, and 10 mR/hr at I m. In addition to these requirements,
individual cask and container requirements may dictate a smaller allowable dose. Impacts to the public as
a result of transporting radioactive material to and from the RPF are small.
The dose to the public and to the workforce resulting from transportation activities is discussed in
Section 19.4.10. Under normal operating conditions, the greatest radiological impact to the workforce is
anticipated to be during transportation activities. Transportation workers may receive a larger dose. In
compliance with DOT and NRC requirements, the transport of radioactive material would be conducted
using approved radiation control procedures that are based on ALARA principles. Therefore, the
cumulative impacts resulting from transporting nuclear material from the addition of the RPF are small.
19.4.8.2.3.6

Radiation Exposure Mitigation Measures

Occupational and public exposures due to routine operations at the RPF would be ALARA. This
exposure minimization goal would be met through both engineered and administrative controls.
Engineered controls - The facility would employ the following engineered controls to minimize
radiation exposure to the public and workers:
" Radiation source identification
" Shielding around radiation sources
* Ventilation control
" Access control to radiation areas
* Contamination control
" Remote operation
" Waste minimization
* Administrative controls
Administrative controls - To minimize radiation exposure to the public and workers, the facility would
employ administrative controls consisting of written procedures, policies, and employee training in the
following subject areas:
" General environmental activities, including hazards associated with the facility
" Waste minimization requirements and goals
* Radiation safety, including workforce protection
" ALARA principles
* Specific environmental issues and responsible environmental stewardship
" Continual improvement
" Regulation compliance
19.4.8.2.4 Characteristicsof RadiologicalSources and Effluents
19.4.8.2.4.1

Gaseous Sources of Radioactive Material

Radioactive gaseous effluents produced in the proposed RPF during normal operations would consist of
offgas from hot cell processes (i.e., processing of irradiated targets, recovery of LEU from processing
activities, and recycling of recovered uranium for target fabrication). All gaseous effluents released from
the RPF would be combined and released through three vent stacks. As stated in Section 19.4.2.1.2.3, all
iodine fission products would be removed using absorption methods. Fission product gases such as Xe and
Kr would be removed using gas trapping to allow decay. The resulting release would be maintained until
levels are less than those defined in Table 2 in 10 CFR 20.
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19.4.8.2.4.2

Liquid Sources of RadioactiveMaterial

Liquid waste generated during process operations would be recycled and reused, if practicable. As
discussed in Section 19.2.3.1.5, liquid waste would be treated in the aqueous waste handling system.
Liquid waste would be treated and solidified into a solid waste form suitable for off-site disposal. No
radioactive liquid sources of radioactive material would be released to the environment as a result of
normal operating conditions.
19.4.8.2.4.3

SolidifiedSources of RadioactiveMaterial

Solid radioactive waste would be located in either the hot cell/target fabrication area or the waste
management area.
19.4.8.3

Radiological Impacts During Decommissioning

The potential impacts from radiological material associated with decommissioning activities are from
residual contamination in the hot cell and process areas. Proper radiation protection measures would be
followed for all decontamination operations. During shutdown operations, most areas would be
decontaminated as part of cell cleanout. Piping and vessels would be decontaminated, rinsed, and sampled
to ensure that the removal of radioactive material has been achieved. In the event that a vessel/area
cannot be adequately decontaminated, a fixative would be applied to prevent the spread of contamination.
When the remaining contamination has been immobilized, items would be sized and placed into the
appropriate containers and disposed of following applicable regulations. In all activities, proper care,
including ALARA practices, would be followed to limit exposure to workers or the public. The
cumulative impact to human health during decommissioning is small.
19.4.8.4

Radiological Monitoring Program

In addition to the nonradiological monitoring program, the radiological monitoring program would
include effluent monitoring and environmental monitoring.
19.4.8.4.1 RadiologicalEffluent Monitoring
The NWMI Radiological Effluent Monitoring Program identifies and quantifies principal radionuclides in
effluents (Regulatory Position C. I of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.21, Measuring,Evaluating, and Reporting
Radioactive Material in Liquid and Gaseous Effluents and Solid Waste [NRC, 2009a]). This program
would be used to verify that the RPF is performing as expected and within its design parameters so that
doses to individual members of the public remain within the limits established in 10 CFR 20.1301 and
doses due to airborne emissions meet the ALARA requirement of 10 CFR 20.1101(d) as required by
Regulatory Guide 4.20, Constrainton Releases ofAirborne Radioactive Materials to the Environmentfor
Licensees other than Power Reactors (NRC, 2012b). All effluent pathways that could be a significant
release pathway for radioactive material from the RPF include radiological effluent monitoring.
19.4.8.4.2 Gaseous Monitoring
19.4.8.4.2.1

Gaseous Effluent Monitoring

All gaseous effluents from the RPF would be released through three vent stacks (Zone 1, Zone 11/Ill, and
the laboratory). Each exhaust system would have a separate stack, with the exception of the process
offgas subsystem, which would merge with the Zone I exhaust stream of the HEPA filter train. Each
exhaust filter train would consist of pre-filters, two stages of HEPA filters, carbon absorbers, and
isolation dampers. Exhaust ducts upstream of the filter trains would be round to minimize areas where
contamination can accumulate and sized to minimize particulate settling in the duct. No monitoring
would occur for the HVAC and process steam boiler stacks.
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The Zone I exhaust stack would service the hot cell, waste loading area, target fabrication enclosures, and
process offgas system. HEPA filters would be included in both the inlet and outlet ducts. The outlet
HEPA filters would minimize the spread of contamination from the hot cell into the ductwork leading to
the exhaust filter train. The inlet HEPA filters would prevent contamination spread in the event of an
upset condition. Zone ll/1ll exhaust would service portions of the target fabrication systems, laboratory,
uranium storage, truck bay, mechanical, supply rooms, corridor and airlocks, and general occupational
areas of the facility. The laboratory exhaust system would handle exhaust air from fume hoods and
gloveboxes located in the laboratory area.
The airborne effluent exhaust from the vent stacks is expected to contain measurable quantities of noble
gas radioactivity (i.e., Xe and Kr). Radioactive iodine, radioactive particulates, and tritium could also be
present in the airborne effluent exhaust. Due to the expectation of having measurable quantities of
radioactivity in the airborne effluent and since malfunction of the exhaust carbon filtration system could
result in a change in iodine radioactivity releases, the combined exhaust in the vent stacks would be
continuously monitored for gross gamma radioactivity using an off-line gas monitor. Additionally, grab
sampling provisions would be available for routine collection and analysis of gas, particulate, iodine, and
tritium samples from the combined exhaust in the vent stacks, to (1) identify radionuclides, (2) identify
relative concentrations of radionuclides in the airborne effluent, and (3) quantify radionuclide releases.
19.4.8.4.2.2

Liquid Effluent Monitoring

The proposed RPF is designed to have zero liquid discharge from the radiologically controlled area, and
there would be no release of water from the facility to the adjacent environment that would affect surface
water. As such, there are no defined liquid effluent release pathways from the radiologically controlled
area and no requirement for radiation monitoring of liquid effluent pathways.
19.4.8.4.3 RadiologicalEnvironmentalMonitoring
The requirement to have a radiological environmental monitoring program is documented in
10 CFR 20.1302, "Compliance with Dose Limits for Individual Members of the Public." The
radiological environmental monitoring program is used to verify (1) the effectiveness of plant measures
that are used to control the release of radioactive material, and (2) that the measurable concentrations of
radioactive materials and levels of radiation are not higher than expected based on effluent measurements
and modeling of the environmental exposure pathways. Methods for establishing and conducting
environmental monitoring are provided in Regulatory Guide 4.1, RadiologicalEnvironmentalMonitoring
for Nuclear Power Plants (NRC, 2009b). Regulatory Guide 4.1 refers to NUREG- 1301, Offsite Dose
CalculationManual Guidance: StandardRadiologicalEffluent Controlsfor PressurizedWater Reactors,
for detailed guidance on conducting effluent and environmental monitoring. Although Regulatory
Guide 4.1 (NRC, 2009b) and NUREG- 1301 are written for nuclear power plants, due to the similarities
between airborne releases of radioactivity from nuclear power plants and those released from the RPF,
guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 4.1 and NUREG-1301 was considered when developing
radiological environmental monitoring for the RPF. Specifically, guidance provided in Figure I of
Regulatory Guide 4.1 and Table 3.12-1 of NUREG- 1301 was considered when determining which
exposure pathways to sample, sample locations, types of samples, and sample frequencies for the RPF.
The following radiation exposure pathways are considered for monitoring under the NWMI radiological
environmental monitoring program:
"
"
"
"

Waterborne exposure pathway
Direct radiation exposure pathway monitoring using TLDs
Airborne exposure pathway monitored using continuous air samples
Ingestion exposure pathway
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